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Robert 0. Bess, former
interim president, stays in
touch with SCS after leaving
his presidential post.
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Love for hockey motivates
Husky freshman forward
Matt Cullen.
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Grube pitches lil;lrary proposal to legislators
$30 million library project remains top legislative priority for SGS
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor

fact a good project that serves students
and people in this region," Grube said.
The $30 million SCS library proposal

The SCS library proposal is on the
verge of clearing a political hurdle early
in its race through the Mi nnesota
Legislature.
Bruce Grube, SCS president, and
Dorothy Simpson, vice president for
university relations, traveled to St. Paul
Monday to pitch the proposal to the
House Higher Education Finance
Division Committee.
"We have an obligation to
demonstrate to the Legislature this is in

is part of the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universiti_es $ 141 ,263,000 capital
request to the 1996 Bonding Bill.
Category I of the capital request asks
for $35,600,000 for Higher Education
Asset Prevention ~ and Renewal.
Category 2 asks for $34,555,000 to
improve
safety
of
buildings,
infrastructure improvements and land
acquisition. Category 3 requests
$71 , l 08,000 for major new construction
and remodeling.

The SCS library proposal is
competing with proposals from other
MnSCU institutions. Grube made the
case for the SCS library Monday in
frqnt of the committee.
-Grube said more space is needed in
the fOl!owing areas:
0 Student use
0 Advances in technology
0 serving the region
0 Instructional materials
0 C lassrooms and offices
The current library, Learning
Resources Services and Center for
Information Media, was built in 1968

and was intended to serve 7,000
students, Grube said. The proposed new
library will have 2,200 user seats, which
is about four times the current seating
capacity of the library.
Upgrading the library to handle
advances in technology will be difficult
because lhe bui lding is mostly concrete,
Grube said. Installing the necessary
wires and cables for new computer
work stations would be a challenge.

See Library/Page 6

SCS budget cuts
loom ·on horizon

Mad bomber

by Lisa Atkinson
Assistant managing editor

Paul Middtestaedt/Photo editor

Ryan Cameron, junior, speeds down a hill while cross-country skiing Monday at Riverside Park.
Cameron skis for Team Birke and competes in the biathlon.

SCS administrators are facing an enonnolls task
with a $4 million price tag.
The o ngoing budget issue has heated up
recently. SCS is funded by tuition and state
appropriations. Because of declining enrollment
resulting from state demographics, budget cuts
need to be made.
The administration had hoped the money in
reserve would be enough to tide the university
over during this time of declining enrollments,
said Dorothy Simpson, vice president for
university relations. This reserve is lhe excess
university dollars that have been carried over year
after year, she said. The reserve was built to ease
SCS through the enrollment decline.
"We had hoped that the appropriation would
continue to stay level," Simpson said. The budget
problem has been anticipated to a certain ex.tent,
but the situation is beyond what was expected,
Simpson said. "We have found ourselves in a more
severe situation than we had anticipated because
of those twO factors," she said, referring tQ tuition
and state appropriation funding .

.M-,-.n-0-,.,-,-_t_y
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by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
The status of the director of minority recruitment position at
SCS remains in limbo fo llowing the resignation of Shawn
Saunders.
Saunders resigned from his position at SCS Jan. 8 in the
wake of a sexual harassment complaint filed against him by a
former admissions employee with affirmative action late last
year. The university has decided to examine new strategies
instead of filling the vacancy.
Sherwood Reid, director of Admissions, said Saunders was
suspended for a week without pay following the complaint and
that the complaint is no longer active.
''The complaint was filed and we were asked to take action
which we did," Reid said. ''That sort of ends the complaint."
However, Reid said the incident may have convinced
Saunders it was time to move on, especially since he knew the
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university was planning 10 eliminate his position.
"I think he was looking for another position at the time and
so, from his perspective, I'm sure the complaint helped give
him a push," Reid said. ''The other part of it was that we had
already decided not to renew his position."
Saunders, who has since taken a job at another university,
maintains he is innocent and said a lack of communication led
to the complaint.
"l'¥C always maintained my innocence," Saunde~ said.
"h's important that if a person has a problem with you, they
confront you about it first before going to.other extremes. If a
person doesn't know what they're doing wrong, what are they
supposed to do about it?"
Saunders, who is black, said he felt like the university did
not handle his case fairly, and feels race may have been a
factor.

See Saunders/Page 18
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the budget situation in detail. He distributed it to
administrators, deans, bargaining unit presidents, ·
Student Government and the presidents of the
Alumni and Foundation Boards. He ex.plained how
tuition and state appropriations affect the budget.
SCS receives about $3,100 state appropriation
per student, which is 21 percent below the state
university college average, Gilchrist said.
Combined with average tuition, funds are $5,300
per full-time equivalent student having 15 or more
credits, he added.
SCS a llocation per student is about $5,300, and
approximately 60 percent of that amount, or
$3,{X)(), goes to ins1ruction, Gilchrist said. The
average institution in the United States allocates
about $6,{X)() per student and uses 50 percent, or
$3,{X)(), for ins1ruction.

See Budget/Page 8
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Bess keeps ties with SCS intact
by Jessica Foster
Business editor
"The only difference is I
don't set the alarm in the
morning," said former Interim
President Robert 0. Bess of
his new lifestyle.
Bess left his three-year
position as interim president
for SCS in July when Bruce
Grube took over as president.
Shortly before the contents
of his office were wrapped in
cardboard and packing tape
last
spring,
Bess
told
University Chronicle it would
be an ideal si tuation if the
Minnesota Higher Education
Board found a way for him to
spend three or four months a
year here.
Well, he came close.
Bess has not abandoned the
university he once led. He is
carrying out his goals as far as
the university system is
concerned in two ways.

Bess

is

serving

as

a

consultant for the State
University Labor Relations
office and continues to work
on issues concerning higher
education in South Africa.
His work with the South
African Initiative has had
lasting effects. South Africa
captivated him, he said.
Bess toured Africa last
March to visit colleges and
universities as well as church
and
governmental
organizations.
The intent of the trip he took

with others in education was to
observe the changes occurring
in South Africa and establish
ties with the educational
system.
"It's safe to say just about
everyone who goes down there
wi ll react the same way.
Th~re 's some kind of virus that
is so special it catches us","
Bess said. "It's the sort of
thing that is kind of open
ended. As far as St. Cloud is
concerned I think a great deal
will depend on the relationship
with ·south Africa and the
budget."
When Bess is not working in
his new office in Whitney
Hall, he is in California where
his family Jives. He had been
there from mid-December up
until the middle of this month.
He returned just in time for the
recent snow storm, but said the
snow does not get him down.
"I grew up in New England
and had a fair share of
experience with snow. With
rare exception I've- found
(Minnesota's climate) to be
quite tolerable," he said.
While Bess still crams his
hours with activity, he is now
able to choose what he will do.
. "I definitely have more
control over my time. I had a
lot Of fun being here as
prCsident. I just continue to
have fun, it is just in a different
way," he said.
The California man planned
to get in more skiing after his
presidency was complete, but

Bill proposes
autonomy
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

Former Interim President Robert Bess
as of yet the weather and his
schedule have not been
cooperative, he said.
"The gods have been
conspiring against me as far as
skiing. The year I was here
with my skis there was no
snow. The snow came , and
went. ·1 haven't caught up with
it yet," he said.
While the snow has not
cooperated with .Bess, the
people have. He is pleased
with the accomplishments of

his presidential successor and
has enjoyed working with the
people of the Minnesota
educational system.
"I was delighted at the
appointment of Bruce Grube. I
don'. t have the slightest
difference of opinion with him
now," Bess said. "I'm very,
very pleased to have the
opportunity to continue my
contact with the people in
Minnesota because I think it is
a very, very special place."

Individual
campuses
may
receive more control over lheir
own affairs if a bill being discussed
in lhe Minnesota House of
Representatives finds its way into
becoming law.
The bill is being proposed by
Rep. Gene Pelowski ,DFl.-Winona,
who chairs the House Higher
Education Mandates Reduction
Subcommittee, and Rep. Lyndon
Carlson, DFl.-Crystal, chairman of
the House Education Committee.
The bill would eliminate several
mandates now imposed on public
universities in Minnesota and ease
several others.
Carlson said after questioning
many students, administrators and
faculty, he saw a need to ease some
of the regulations now imposed by
the state government or system
offices.
"What I did this•summer was to
send a letter to the various faculty
organizations, student groups and
college presidents and req~ested
suggestions on mandate reductions
that would help the system run
more smoothly," Carlson said.
"Some of these mandates were outof-date and others were simply
costing us more money than the
benefits we received from them
saved."
Some of the authority the bill
would transfer to the individual
campuses
includes
allowing
university presidents complete
authority when deciding whether or
not to cancel classes in weather

~Ti_o_l4'._n_s_h-ip_a_n_n_e_x_a_t-io_n_a_d_d_s_th_ri_
.e_e_C_it_y_C_o_u_n_c_il_m_e_m_b_e_r.__,s ::~!:~;:~,:1~::::.~•pd~:i~
by Pat Christman
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Ass;stant photo ed;tor
The coming of th e new year means
different things to different people confession, renewal, resolutions and a chance

more trucks, we have more police cars. There's more of
everything, but we have a lot of the same issues. ' '

to;~~ ;;~·brought the need to widen the St.

Cloud c;1y Counc;t !able and make room

ro,

-

Duane Mareck

City Council member

materials in their own communities

~~!te1~:;c~:;.~sesa~~c;d:u~~1~;;
pu~;e:ant to empower campuses
::~at~::rs~:;s~ak~:1~:nof!~!~
''Take state purchasing. We found

!hat ;, was costing campuses moce
money to use th e sta te st0re so
we're saying if they can get a better
~~:~ 1: i : !:~:ltov~:di:.~~ th en th ey

three new members as a result of the merger
with the St. Cloud township.
Harry Sa1zer, Duane Mareck and Roger
Robinson took their new City Council seats at
the Jan. 8 meeting, but will not become full
voting members of the council unlil Feb. 5.
Until then, they are watching, listening and
learning about the City Council and how it
operates.

"In the township we could go up to our
road crew and say, 'well, Mrs. Jones gave me
a call and you knocked her mailbox off and
we have to fix it,"' Salzer said. "Well, in the
city you can't do that, but I'll get used to it."
Salzer sees communication with the
community as an important part of his job as
City Council member. "If anyone has a

ye:~':~:;;~: ::::/~hn:::o~~o~:i!;
his duties for the city he runs a business as an
Archway cookie sales representative.
Salzer's main interest is in city planning.
"I'm going to go on the APO (Area Planning
Organization)," he said. "I'd like to be on the
planning commission and maybe, if possible,
if I c'ouid, be on the ·. park and rec
commission." He would serve as a liaison
between those committees and the City
Council, he said.
•

~:~~1;:~a~ 0a:o:e;;;~1:~s~•~
Mareck served as a clerk in the former
township from 1980-1991 until becoming a
member of the board of supervisors, and now
the City Council. While on the town board he
served on the executive board and the St.
Cloud Area Planning Organization. He said
he· would like to remain a part of the APO as
well as get involved with the library board
and the Area Economic Development
Partnership.

go:;b~!!~
d:ec;~a~~~:are;~
chairman of the township board in his sixyear tenure and works as a computer network
administrator
for
the
Veteran's
Administration.
,,._He does not see that much of a difference
between the City Council's operation and that
of the former township board. "I don't know
if it's that much diffei-ent," Robinson said. He
said the meetings are the same and it's
function is not that much different than the

said there was a bad storm down
his way a few years ago and he
called SL Paul to requeS t
permission to close th e campus,"
Carlson said. "His punch line was
:~:~e~~. is st ill waiting for an

Unlike Robinson and Mareck, Salzer said
he has some difficulty adjusting to the way
city government handles day-to-day

He said he has not had too much difficulty
adjusting to the new system. "I think there's
more made of the transition than it really is,"

township. board. ''The thing that's different
now, obviously, is that there are 10 people
discussing an issue rather than three," he said.

!::e~f~~:s~:it~~t~ ~:~:;1::Sa~!
Universities system, the call for a
general academic calendar at all

: : ; : : · ==~a!:ei:~~i~~;~~::•

~:~kg~:e~~:t: t~~t:g:~su:arga::~~;

c::pei\!~:~ i~: t::v~::}~~:~~:;:e:~~

have more people, we have more trucks, we
have more police cars. There's more of
everything, but we ha;e a 'tot of the same
issues."

of St. Cloud in relation to its neighbors and
the fonner township.

public unive~i~ies and mbecandates
requiring administrators to
ome
involved in teaching or counseling.

!: ~:

spend the money. for the people of the
township. In the city, there are separate
administrators that need to know where
money is going, he said.

7

~~

~:.~m

Mareck said planning for growth is one of
the more important jobs of the City Council.
The merger will help St. Cloud's
d~velopment, he said. "In one sense it's going
to be easier because we're going to be
coordinating our efforts rather than the
township pulling one way and going off in
their direction and doing planning and the city

~:~=~

s~\~~

In cases of wea th er emergencies,
th e delay receiving permission to
:~;::e/a:pu;:~ ~:; ~~e ::::

ex~~t~~s~~:~~ ~;ri::k:~~dState

Carlson
said
university
adminiStTators identified th ree
major areas of concern when he
communicated wi th th em: th e

See Mandate/Page 19
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Deadline approaches for Anglers Association hooks members
by Jeff Dahler
Kapsner said the club started whero the body .wanis to go
MDA Volleyball-A-Thon
with some people that jus t with the committee. Right now

The Muscular Dystrophy Association Volleyba1l~A~
Thon, sponsored _by the American Marketing :Association

and Campus Re<:ri,ati!in, will be Feb. 2 and 3-ih Hal•nb<lek
Hall South.
·
The entrance: deadlfne is Friday. Te~:_Illa)'. ·<;<>nsist of
me~ women or both.

Participants in the. event will receive a free T~shirt.
Awards will be. given to the top three finishing tealJls.
Random priz• drawings will be j,eld throughout the day.
Pledge packets ~~ be picked up in the AMA office in
119A Atwood M:¢.l}\orial Center or at the Campus

Recreollon CJ/fi<:elil.fl~~.l:lalenbed<HalL

·

Overseas study grants
broaden perspectives
The Institute of International Educatipn (IIE) is

offering $1,000 grants to students in Midwest colleges and
universities to ~i:ab~ad during ~~97._ ..
The .ins_titu!~·~Ai2tes internatiorial pr9jeos: under
'C(mtract to su~ '.~l>-~1,lS'OU. as the· U.~--.'-A.gY!li.cy for
International DeveJ~~ent, the World Bank, _the ford and
Rockefeller Foundations, U.S. corporations, foreign
governments and universities.
Applications are due March 20. Grant recipients will be
announced by April 15.
SCS students interested in the UE Midwest Study
Abroad -~◊la~J::t(F _ ~o~p~tition may, s~op
the Center
for International Studies for an application.

Pish beware - there is a new liked to fish.
c lub on campus called the · "It was kind of a group
Anglers Association.
effort," Kapsner said. " It
About 20 people attended started with some people from
the first Anglers Association work that liked to fi sh. I just
meeting Tuesday in Atwood got elected to be the president,
Little Theatre. President Brian and it took off from there."
Kapsner said the club already
According to Kapsner, the
has increased its membership.
immediate goal of thi s club is
"At this time we have about to set up a fishing tournament
30 m~mbers, including the four for this summer.
basic
officers
and
two
"We want to set up the
committee chairs/' Kapsner tournament so we can get the
said.
club into the community,"
Tom Brandt and Josh ~apsner said. "We want a
Hagemeister of the newspaper larger-scale tournament with a
Outdoor Minn esota were guest small eniry fee. If too much
speakers at the first official money is involved it attracts
meeting.
Brandt
and professional fishers. We just
Hagemeister also produce their want it to be fun."
own fishing show whiCh airs on
The group also has some
KXLI Channel 41 in St. Cloud. long-tenn goals in mind, but
Brandt said the c lub is a wants to wait for member
great idea.
feedback before deciding on
"We need to get the next them for sure, Kapsner said.
generation involved in fishing,"
"Now
we
onl)'
have
Brandt said. "This is a great executives' ideas," Kapsner
way to get them involved."
said. "We have to try to find out

we just want to get set up for
the summer."
The club a lso has some
membership goals in mind, but
they are going to take a while
to reach, Kapsner said.
"We would like to get about
20 percent of the student
population involved in the
club," Kapsner said. "About 20
percent
of
the
club
membership will be non-SCS
students."
·
The -overall goal is to
promote the angling in a
positive way, Kapsner said.
"We want to get the public
interested in the sport as well
as promote ourselves," he said.
The next meeting of the
Anglers
Association
scheduled for I p.m. Tuesday,
Feb. 6 in the AMC Lady's
Slipper Room. Any changes
will be posted. Contact Eric
Mjolhus, member committee
chairma n, at 253-7093 with
questions about the club.

bf

Winter road condition
information available
The Minnesota Department of Transportation offers
several ways to find out about winter road conditions
on the triain Highway and Interstate system.
Travelers can .call toll-free l-800-542-0220 or (612) 2963076 for 24-hour: $taMwide coverage· on the, winter road ·
'conditions.
During seve~e .weather, road condition reports are
updated at leasnwice daily.

Early American History
program to be offered
In the _spring -~ix ·:~.1() college undergradua~ students
from across the nEt:tidn will be selected- tl} attend the

annual Historic Deerfield Summer Fellowship Program
in Early American History and Material Culture.
Students will live in Deerfield, Mass., from mid-June to
mid-August while participati,ng in an intensive
examination of early Americ~n history, ar<:hitecture,
decorative arts, museum interpretation and museum
operations.
·
Dr. Kenneth J;lafertepe, author of se\r(fral books on
American architectural history, is directing the 1996
program.
Applications ni.ust be received by April 1. Each applicant
accepted to the program will be awarded a fellowship t?
cover tuition, books and field trip expenses.
For more information or for a brochure and application
contact Dr. Kenneth Hafertepe, Historic Deerfield, Inc.
Deerfield, Mass., 01342 or call (413) 744-5581.

Corrections

("

•University G1ronide will correct all error$ occurring in
its news articles. If you find a problem with & $!Ory - an
error of fact' or point requiring clarification (612) 255-4086.

..tt~(,"Bargain Bucks .

please call

$5
J

.

Valid for any purchase of $20.00 or more. Not
good with any other offers. One bargain buck
per person. Offer expires 2/5/96. Call for an
appointment today! 654-8998

$5
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Editorial
First Amendment fiasco

The Minnesota Daily
loses court battle
After a long battle in the courts, the student-run
newspaper of the University of Minnesota has lost - a
loss that has implications for all news ·media in the
state.
The latest round of legal toils for The Minnesota
Daily had them pitted against the Hennepin County
prosecutor in an appeal battle to turn over unpublished
photographs of an alleged October 1993 assault at a
demonstration.
The Minnesota Supreme Court upheld an appellate
court ruling, sending the issue back to the Hennepin
County Court for a hearing Thursday morning.
At 10: 30 a.m. Thursday, Hennepin County Judge
John Stanoch held Editor Michelle Ames and The
Minnesota Daily in contempt of court. He ruled The
Daily must pay $250 per day for each day of the
assault trial until deliberations or they tum over the
unpublished photographs. The prosecutor has the
option to ask the judge at the time of deliberations to
reinstate the contempt order.
The rulings against The Daily are a slap in the .face
to the First Amendment and news media.
The precedent has been set: Media are viewed by the
courts as a source of information for law enforcement.
News media are in danger of becoming an agent of
the state, an easy source of evidence for prosecutors
and iilvestigators. Instead, they will rely on
photographs and video footage from news media as
investigative tools.
The press should not be agents of the state. This is a
fundamental principle, one that has been compromised
by the contempt ruling.
Ames has said she will go to jail before handing over
the photographs. She may not go to jail, but she has
been penalized for holding her ground.
Judge Stanoch needs to take a close !OOk at the
Constitution, especially the First Amendment. He
seems to have forgotten the valuable concepts of
liberty and freedom of the press.

~_ur,_y ___________
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Responsibility essential for STD prevention
by Melissa A. Danielson, Opinions editor
A friend of mine in the
"In this day and age where STDs can not
newsroom told me
only sterilize but
it is up to each and
something very disturbing
every one of us to take responsibility for
this week; it seems a
student in her apartment
our own sexual behavior."
complex just found out he
what I contracted was not a my close friends have been
is HIV positive.
death sentence. -W hat I did
exposed to diseases I would
Normally I wouldn't
get, though, is something I
not wish ~n my worst
think twice about such
have to live with the rest of enemy.
news, but this guy has
my life, Not only does it
These are two very
decided to take an "oh
affect my life, but also my
intelligent young women
well" attitude instead of
who thought it couldn't
. partners '.
modifying his sexual
I have only bee n with
happen to them. STDs are
behavior to ensure the
something they didn't even
two other men since him,
safety of others.
and each time I have had to give a second thought.
Maybe this is his way of
go through the humiliation
But I hope by sharing my
coping, but his reaction
of telling them what I have. experience, you will give
says something about our
It's no picnic. Each time I
protecting yourself a
generation' s attitude when
have to relive the dreaded
second thought.
it comes to sexually
experience and face
There are two very
transmitted diseases.
possible rejection.
simple options that can
It's the same old song
save you a lifetime of
Am I angry at the man
and dance of immortality who gave this to me? Yes,
misery.
"It can't happen to me!"
of course - he lied. But I
First, use a condom. It is
Well, let me tell you from
don't blame him. I was
one of the best forms of
personal experience, it can
protection and can save
ignorant enough ~o put my
and will happen to you if
life into someone else's
your life.
you have unprotected sex.
Second, abstain. Wait
hands.
When I was sixteen, I had
In this day and age where until you are with someone
unprotected sex with a man
STDs can not only sterilize you completely trust and
I thought I could trust.
..
but kill, it is up to each and love.
Now, I had taken sex
every. one of us to take
But if you think you
education in school. I knew
responsibility _fot our o.wn
might have an STD, get
what was out there and
sexual behavior.
yourself checked out. And
what precautions to take to
You might be surprised
if you are infected, please
protect myself. But he told
that I admit I have an STD. tell your partner and protect
me he was clean and so I
It is not something that I
yourself.
naively believed him. After
am proud or ashamed of.
Your life is too precious
all, I'm a.good person, and
and too short to just hand it
But I am tired of hearing
good people don't get
about people I know
over to someone else'.
STDs. Wrong!
contracting STDs.
Fortuna(ely, unlike IITV,
In the past year, two of

kill,
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OPINIONS
Is Ames obstructing justice or defending First Amendment?
In response to ian. 23 "Pen Power,"
I agree with Alex Lloyd's assertion
that Michelle Ames of The Minnesota
Daily deserves to be respected for
standing up for what she be lieves in.
It is a rare occasion, in our experience
as students, to see a student exercising
her rights against the power structure.
Michelle Ames has made a stand On
her principles. However, her action
also triggers some interesting
dilemmas: a conflict between legal
rights and a question of morality.
The conflict is, which is greater: the
order by an appellate court to aid in
prosecuti ng a violent offender, or the
media freedom enjoyed by journalists
like Ms. Ames? Also, is it morally

justifiable to allow violence against

journalists surely dream. She "will go
to jail, before handing over the
pictures."
Meanwhile, as Ames waits for the
call to appear on Geraldo, Daniel
Simmer waits to have prosecutors
validate his case against Kieran
Knutson, a leftist protester who
allegedly assaulted him at a 1993 riot.
What level of violence is necessary
for a journalist to compromise her
rights? Did Simmer need to be
stabbed or only shot at? By refusing
to cooperate with lethal officials,
Ames is not only obstructing justice,
she has empowered herse lf to decide
the answer to the above questions.
She has decided, perhaps, that

authority as an acceptable means of
protest?
..,
Alex Lloyd wrote that "I would
accept the differentiation of this
case ... of a heinous act...every moral,
logic~!, and ethical journalist will
want a rapist or 1murderer to be
apprehended."
But not an assaultive felon?
Riddle me this: if Ames had a photo
of a government official assaulting a
leftist protester, what would she do?
The conflict is all about egoism,
altruism and heroi sm. Michelle Ames
knows that she will be hai led
throughout the country as a martyr.
She is living the dream that all

supporting a violent offender is a
small price tO pay for her tnartyrdom.
She has allowed violence against
authority as an acceptable means of
protest.
Certain powerful people made laws
to help process alleged criminals like
Knutson through our justice system.
These same powerful people also
made laws to protect the priviliges of
journalists like Michelle Ames. Are
we willing to accept that vigilantes
like Ames are necessary to check the
moral validity of our laws?

Roy Neumann
senior
applied psychology

Skoog clairifies Learning Resources Services
Chronicle tee has become more accessible
isolation when working in a large faci lity with little
This is to respond to the Dec.
ed itorial in
coverage
University Chronicle that library hours be extended.
or no clientele/traffic.
19

I am writing in regard to the two
University Chronicle articles in the
Jan. 23 edition (Bad weather cancels
meeting, not issues; and the
edi torial). I would Hke to start off by
complimenting tbe University
Chronicle staff for the job that they
have done this year.
Unfortunately, enrollment has
decreased from 14,873 full-time
equivale nt students to 11 ,937 fulltime equivalent students, or 13
percent, since 1991. At thi s same
time, we have not decreased
spending in areas because we had
$1.5 mi11ion reserve. The reserve has
been depleted down to $2,050. We
will have to cut at least 3 percent out
of services if we want to keep the
fee the same as last )'ear.
Student Government and Fee
Allocation are trying to look at the
areas that give us the most value in
our doll ar. That is why we set up
the Fee Allocation forum so that
students cou ld give input into what
they want or don't want. If you have
suggestions cal l 255-3751.
I would like to take a quote from
the University Chronicle, "Axing
student services or increasing
student fees is the easy way out. Is
there any other option?"
Are they advocating to do
nothing?
If the University Chronicle is so
worried about the activity fee
increasi ng, why are they asking for
an additional $40,0(X), or 40 percent
of its budget, for next year?

John Skoog
president
Student Government

This and numerous other service issues are under
constant scrutiny by students, administration,
legislatures, and, of necessity, by library personnel.
These issues are part of our professional
responsibilities, and we welcome the opportunity to
discuss them.
The position of Learning Resources Services has
been and continues to be that available resources be
used to the best advantage for the greatest number of
students. Thus, LRS is open 93 hours per week, and
service areas are staffed to best meet users needs.
Furthermore, LRS hours are consisten t with other
state universities, who operate under the same
funding constraints of SCS.
In addition to funding and its associated
accountabi lity and limitations, it is difficult to find
student workers willing to work our present schedule;
extended hours would create even more difficulties.
Not onl y are workers concerned about safety between
work and home, but are also concerned about their

Even so, as the user needs have changed, service
has been extended, inc;;luding additional hours. Within
the last five years we have: added extended hours
during fina ls week, extended professional reference
service until 10 PM, added additional staff dl!ring
peak use times, and adjusted weekend hours to
conform to student use patterns.
We wi ll continue to work with the Student Senate
and university administrators to provide the best
distribution of our service potential possible. Library
service is a concern for us all , and I urge you to
examine the history, the evolution, and the
collaboration that has led to our current service
allocation, and further work with us to promote
understanding, as well as the best allocation, of our
service potential.

John G. Berling
dean
Learning Resources Services

Student finds Chronicle analysis of
activity fees 'amusing and irritating'
I fou nd your recent edi torial in
the Jan. 23rd issue regarding
student activity fees to be rather
amusing and irritating at the same
time.
While I appreciate the sentiment
that Student Government faces a
tough decision regarding the
activity fee, I found your analysis
of the situ ation lacking. Your
editori al was full of criticism for
the options currently being
entertained, but offered no other
alternatives.
"Axing student services or
increasing student fees is the easy
way out." I see nothing easy about
either of these options. However, I
certainly wou ld be fascinated to
hear alternatives to this situation!
What else wou ld University

Chronicle like to be done? If
spending continues at the current
rate, with no increase of the fee,
then we will be in deficit
spending. Face it, people, there 's
no more money! Reducing
spending means a reduction of
services in some way, shape, or
form. Continuing at these service
levels means increasing the fee.
For the en tire year, Melissa
Killian, The Fee Allocation
Committee and Student
Government have been asking,
even begging, for student input on
what students want done. Raise
the fee or cut the services?
Suggesting that there are other
options without defining these said
options is irresponsible
journalism. University Chronicle

should be ashamed at printing
such scurrilous garbage. This
doesn't inform students of the
reality that is facing them. It only
paints dreams in the sky of a
world that does not exist.
What kind of show are you
running here? It was my
impression that the mission of a
real newspaper was to ferret out
the truth without prejudice. Thi s
editorial was deception, pure and
si mple. This kind of writing gives
University Chronicle the
reputation of a third-rate tabloid
rag.

Josh M. Lease
senior
history/political science
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Library:

Library proposal faces competition from other projects:

facility would
increase access to computers
by about 500 · percent, Grube
said. It will have about 600
computer work stations to
increase access to library
resources.
Grube shared his reaction
after the committee meeting.
"I thought it was a very
positive atmosphere. I would
also quickly add that most of
the legislative delegation from
this area showed up at this
hearing also and they were
present to show their support.
We felt we had a positive
reception yesterday, but there
are several more steps to go
through."
While SCS and MnSCU
officials ai-e touting the library
proposal as a high tech marvel,
others arc wondering why it
has received precedence over
other
capital
investment
proposals.
Rep. Tony Kinkel,DFL-Park
Rapids, is the chairtnan of the
House Higher Education
Finance Division Committee.
He said the political process is
threatening to be an obstacle
for the library proposal.
Recently Gov. Ame Carlson
listed the SCS library project
as a priority, skipping over
other projects on the bonding
bill. The SCS library proposal
ranks 24th on the bonding bill .
Kinkel asked if it is fair for
the SCS library project to
bypass other projects from
MnSCU .
universities,
community
colleges
and
technical colleges.
''The tough thing is that the
governor has leap-frogged
about six or seven projects that
the (MnSCU) Board of
Trustees has rated higher on
their list and that is making thiS
situation a little more difficult
The

l

new

" I'd say right now the odds of
the library are still 50-50. "

l·

- Rep. Tony Kinkel
. Chairman, House Higher Education
Finance Division Committee

Gross square footage
Project cost
Volume capacity
User seats
here for us," Kinkel said.
While Grube is enthusiastic
about the library proposal,
Kinkel had a different outlook.
"I'd say right now the odds
of the library are still 50-50,"
he said. " It is not because it is
not deserving of merit. If we
honor the priority list and we
don't get more money for
higher education it will be
difficult to get as far down."
Simpson addressed funding
issues related to the library
proposal and how the process
has gone so far. Simpson
stressed work has been done to
prepare for the library.
"I'm sure with a project of
our size there will be
we

building them into our
request."
SCS is requesting an
additional $7 million as part of
·the 1996 Capital Request Category 2 from MnSCU to
upgrade electrical sySterris and
service tunnels.
.. Another issue central to the
success of the library is the
share SCS must pay for the
project.
"Because the chancellor and
the system believe so strongly
in the value of libraries, they
are prepared to completely
cover the debt service on the
library," Simpson said.
Using a pie chart as an
example, Simpson explained
how MnSCU will cover the
debt
service.
Of
the
approximate $30 million, the
state will pay two-thirds and
MnSCU will pay one-third of
the debt.
Under the former Minnesota
State University System, the
state would pay two-thirds of
the debt service, MSUS would
pay half of the one-third
remaining and SCS would
have to pay for the rest of the
slice.
''That's been · a concern of
ours because we know that part
would have caused some debt
concerns for us," Simpson
said.
"We are really heartened bY
this because it means the
library ca.n be the state regional

resource that MnSCU intends
it to be," she said.
Simpson credited local
legislators for their efforts in
backing the library proposal in
the Legislature. "I can't say
enough about the support we
are getting from them. They
are working really hard."
Rep. Joe Opatz (DFL-St.
Cloud) attended the committee
hearings and commented on
the prospects of the library. He
said the presentation went very
well and a Wednesday hearing
was
canceled
b.ecause
questions were answered.
The chances of the library
will improve if more money is
available for the bonding bill,
Opatz said. "A lot will depend
on the size of the bill the
House is putting together."
Because the process in the
Legislature is just beginning,
there are still a lot of
unknowns, Opatz said. One
reassurance for the library
proposal is the backing by
Carlson and local legislators.
Opatz explained the issue of
the skipped projects and the
nature of the conflict Kinkel
addressed.
"The thing to remember is
these projects are spread all
over the state," Opatz said.
"Legislators from all over the
state are trying to get projects
for their constituents. It's a
very political process."

· Great Wages (48 hours/week)
· Reasonable Housing ($32/month)

Wee<
'

· Swimming pool & exercise room

4-10

213,000
$30 million
1 million
2,200

deliberations," Simpson said.
"One of the things he reminded
them of was this project was
one the state has already
committed about $4 million
to."
The $4 million has gone
toward upgrading the campus
infrastructure to accommodate
the new library facility. About
$3 million of this money was
recently spent upgrading the
campus
air
conditioning
system to meet the cooling
demands of the library.
Grube assured legislators at
the committee meeting that
upgrading has begun, and SCS
will not be coming back to the
Legislature later asking for
money, Simpson said. "We're
taking care of them now and

Winter
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• Performance Bonus

· 150 College Student Positions open
· Make friends with other students
froni all over the United States!

·, APPLICATIONS BEING
ACCEPTED NOW!
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Presentation emphasizes cultural diversity in Africa
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer
"Africa is the cradle of humanity and
civ ili zation," said Tamrat Tademe,
assistant professor of human relations
and multicultural education.
Tademe, who is from Ethiopia, gave
the presentation "Why is Africa
Ignored?" WedneSday morning in the
Atwood Memorial Center Glacier
Room. The presentation was part of the
Center for International Studies
"International Symposium," a series of
speeches designed to help expand
student knowledge about the world.
Graduate student Sandy Narine,
culture sharing coordinator for the CIS,
said it was important to share the
knowledge with others.
Chu Chu Yitna, junior, said the
presentations are part of an education,
especially for American students who
may not be knowledgeable about
different countries and cultures.
Tademe stressed the importance of
recognizing the diversity of African
cultures and how much they are
generalized and ignored. He cited his
homeland of Ethiopia, which claims
more than 70 different languages.
Tademe explained that the continent
of Africa is 001 ignored as much as the
African people. He said it was
important for students to know the truth
about the world.

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Tamrat Tademe, assistant professor of human relations and
multicultural education, speaks about fhe book "Savage Inequalities."
"We are talking about an incredibly with poor, middle and upper classes,
complex, incredibly vast continent with Tademe said. He said the problem is
incredible diversity," Tademe said.
mansions in Africa are never seen and
African people are forced under a Africans are portrayed as living in huts.
one-dimensional,
systematic
To some extent, the suffering in
invisibilization by outsiders, and they Africa is more accentuated than in the
are seen as either pathetic, hungry United States because most of the
people or irrational savages, but neither foreign aid is spent on military
stereotype is true, he said.
hardware instead of things like
.African countries have social classes agricultural crops, but that is where the
like those found in the United States, irrational savage stereotype comes into

play, Tademe said.
African nations have been plagued
by civil wars for years, but the people
themselves are not solely to blame.
Outside
forces
and
outside
governments feed on the social
problems in Africa and provoke revolt,
then choose sides to prolong the
conflict, he said.
"Civil war happens becauSe injustice
happens," Tademe said. "''Civil war
happens
because
exploitation
happens."
Tademe stressed the importance of
recognizing Africa for what it is-a land
of diversity. He spoke about the origins
of man being linked to African lands,
but said many people did not know
about these scientific findings.
Therefore, the world is haunted by
stereotypes and prejudices which limit
h~rizons, Tademe said.
"You have to liberate yourselves," he
said. "White supremacy does you a
disservice. It disc;onnects you from the
rest of the world."
Tademe said he wants people to
become inquisitive about the stories
they are being told because they are
often taken out of context.
"The
cultural
nuances
are
incredible," Tademe said. "You hear
scathing .generalizations that don't even
apply to one country let alone the
continent."

Campus Crusade member addresses religion, Christianity
by Jeff Mansager
t1taff wrtter
Is there one true religion, or
are all religions the same? This
was the question answered by
John Rittenhouse Tuesday
night in the North Shoemaker
TV lounge.
Rittenhouse, a staff member
of Campus Crusade for Christ,
addressed the issue of which
religion is true and then had a
question and answer period
with students.
His conclusion was that
Christianity is the true religion.
He said Christianity has two
major factors which make it
different from other religions
- Jesus Christ's claim to be

divine and the resurrection.
Rittenhouse
based
hi s
conclusion abollf Christianity
being the one true religion on
two books. The first book was
Frank
Morrison's
"Who
Moved the Stone." The second
book was written in the 1800s
by Harvard Law professor,
Simon Greenleaf. Greenleaf's
400-page book concluding
there really was a resurrection
is still used in law schools,
Rittenhouse said.
In both books, the authors
tried
to
disprove
the
resurrection, and in both cases,
Rittenhouse said, they ended
up writing books to prove
there really was a resurrection.
Greenleaf's proof was based

on legal evidence, Rittenhouse
said.
"Green leaf applied his
expertise of legal evidence to
four meri's written testimony,
(disc iples) Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John, and asked the
question: Are these guys
telling the truth?" he said.
Rittenhouse
presented
Greenleaf's conclusion: "If the
resurrection never happened,
there was no possible motive
for the disciples fabricating
such an idea."
Morrison concluded in his
book that there are numerous
facts that cannot disprove there
was
a
resurrection,
Rittenhouse said.
"I believe we have an

" Just
b~cause
I
ha,ye
tolerance to other peoples'
views, which I accept, doesn't
mean that the views are
necessarily true. "
- John Rittenhouse
Staff member
Campus Crusade for Christ
overwhelming
body
of
evidence
to
conclude
positively the question: Did
Jesus rise from the grave?"
Rittenhouse said. "I think we
have sufficient evidence to
give an affirmative answer to
that question, and if we do
Christianity is telling the
truth."
Rittenhouse said there is one
absolute truth, and a person
can be tolerant to another
person's opinion, but the
person does not have to accept
the opinion as absolute truth.
He said that one truth applies
to
everything,
including
religion.
"There's
a
difference
between tolerance and truth,"
Rittenhouse
said.
"Just
because I have tolerance to
other peoples' views, which I

John Rittenhouse, staff
member
of
Campus
Crusade for Christ speaks
on "Are all Religions the
Same?" Tuesday in North
Shoemaker TV lounge.

accept, doesn't mean that the
views are necessarily true."
Rittenhouse has been a staff
member of Campus Crusade
for Christ for the past 17 years.
He said he normally does
lectures about one to two
weeks each quarter. He has
lectured at colleges and
universities all over the
Midwest on the topics of
Christianity and witchcraft,
which he has thoroughly
researched.
Campus Crusade for Christ,
sponsor of the event, is a
student organization at SCS
open to all students which
meets at 7 p.m. Thursdays in
the Atwood Memorial Center
North Voyageurs Room.
John Engberg, a staff
member for Campus Crusade
for
Christ,
said
the
organization was happy with
the student turnout at the
event.
"We were hoping to fill this
place and it was full, so I was
satisfied," Engberg said.
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Budget:

Discussions continue with campus groups

Gilchrist addressed what these
figures mean to SCS. "We are
having to work harder just to put
the average ihstructional funding
out there." Gilchrist said. In
order to afford this percentage for
instruction, less is allocated to
other campus functions, he said.
According
to
the
memorandum, other areas such
as student service (25 percent
lower), academic support (33
percent lower), maintenance of
plant (33 percent lower) and
administrative support (15
percent lower) received lower
fundings than national norms.
Budget is enrollment-related,
Gilchrist said.
Therefore, a·
decline in enrollment since 1991
from 14, J00 FTE students to
12,200 FTE students, or 13
percent, has had a significant
effect on budget status, he said.
There is a limit on what
amount of state funding SCS-can
handle.
When funding per student
hovers around five to 10 percent
below the state university
average, it can be managed, but
when it gets closer to 20 percent,
ii gets to be more than can be
accommodated, Simpson said.
The disparity
in
state
appropriations was brought to the
Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities but not much could
be done because of the budget
cycle MnSCU must follow. More
money cannot be requested until
the next legislative session in

July 1997, and once monies are
allocated to various institutions,
there is no way to go back and
revisit financial issues, Simpson
said. Without a supplemental
request to the Legislature,
receiving more money before the
two-year cycle is over would be
highly unlikely, she added.
"I wish that there were
opportunities for dollars to be
released to this institution that
would not necessarily penalize,

spending more on instruction,
then something else is ·obviously
going to be below \he nonn."
More of the resources are
going to be initially directed
toward instruction than services,
Grachek said. This can be
compared to a person's own
income. More money will be
spent on housing and food
initially than on insurance and
health because those are a
person's first needs, she said.

" I wish that there were
opportunities for dollars to be
released to this institution that
would not necessarily penalize
any of our sister institutions."

-Dorothy Simpson
vice president for
university relations
any of our sister institutions,"
Simpson said.
Barbara Grachek, vice
president for academic affairs,
used Maslow's Hierarchy of
Needs to illustrate how the
financial divisions in the budget
could be related to daily living. If
one spends more incc;ime on
housing, obviously less can be
spent on food, health or safety,
she said. -.'The same holds true
within our domain. We are

John Skoog, president of
Student Government, said that
something will have to give, but
the big question is what it will be.
Budget discussions have been
ongoing for about two years,
Gilchrist said. Several other
campus groups will be able to
share their feedback concerning
the budget. The administration
consults with all the bargaining
units on campus and with
Student
Government
and

from Page 1 - -

managers about all policy issues,
including the budget situation, he
said.
When a plan is ready, it will be
shared with Student Government
and various bargaining units and
their feedback will be requested
and then fin<\I decisions will be
made based on their feedback,
Gilchrist said. This process will
begin at the end of January, he
said.
There have been other
opportunities open to anyone on
campus who wishes to share
feedback, and there are more to
come. Meetings were Thursday
afternoon with the faculty
association and other bargaining
units, and two open-campus
budget meetings were Thursday
at 2 and 3 p.m. in Centennial Hall
Room 100.
A campus-wide meeting is
tentatively scheduled for Feb. 7.
President Bruce Grube, Grachek
and Gilchrist will present the
campus budget plan, Gilchrist
said. It will be an opportunity for
anyone attending to share
feedback. Final budget decisions
are expected by the end of
February, and proposals will take
effect at various times because.of
differing circumstances, Gilchrist
said. However, most will be
implemented by fall 1996.
The budget situation is a
universal campus issue, Grachek
said. "We have a lot of quality
programs and quality students,
and we are all impacted by this."

Tips to

Save
Water

1. Tum off tap when
brushing teeth.
Save almost two

gallons.
2. Take shorter showers.

Wet down, tum off
water, lather up and
rinse off. Save fNe
gallons per minute.
3. Put less water in the

tub.

4. Flush less often, and
not for trash disposal.
Save up to six gallons
per flush.
5. Fix leaks and save
hundreds of gallons
per day.

Dr. Rae Mellichamp
Professor Emeritus of Management Science
Manderson Graduale School of Business
University of Alabama

Atwood Little Theatre
7 p.m. Monday, Jan. 29
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

save five gallons

per inch.

7:30 p.m.

Thursday,Feb. 1, 1996
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
Stewart Hall
Students $5 / Non-Students $6
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Time to book vacations is running out, expense varies
by Jessica Foster
Business editor
Several SCS stud~nts lie in their bed with . _v isions of
Boogie boards dancing in their heads. With him in his
Spcedo and her in her Coppertone they had just settled

down to a long day of break.
Spring break that is.
With the bitter cold of January inidtenns and the slush
of February finals COmes the animalisti c instinct for
students and civilians alike to head to marine blue waters.
Captain Ron's Travel and Tanning books vacations
through all of the tour companies advertised around
campus. "We work with the tour operators because they
have the best deals," said Ron Trester, who works at
Captain Ron's with his fiance and owner of the business,
Janelle Jones.
Captain Ron's offers vacations to destinations such as
South Padre, Daytona Beach, Belize, Jamaica and
Cancun, among othe~s.
The benefit of signing up at Captain Ron's is getting a
three-visit tanning package with purchase as well being
entered in drawings for-tanning packages, tanning lotions
and limousine rides to and from the airport, Trester said.

With spring break a little more than a month away,
agents are suggesting people book now. "Some packages
are sold out. Full payment is due 45 to 60 days before
departure, so in most cases people will have to have all
of the money up front, Trester said.
"I do recommend if there is someone who is planning
on going they stop in as soon as possible- if not
yesterday," said Dee Nawrocki, travel agent for Lake
Region Travel, 619 Mall Germain, St. Cloud.
This is the busiest time of year for travel agencies. "If
we don't make money December through April, we aren't
going to make money," Nawrocki said.
Just how much money individuals will shell out to the
agency depends on the accommodations they wish to
have. Nawrocki estimated one can get by spending
between $500-$600 for hotel and airfare.
"In total, they can expect to spend between $800 to
$1,000. It depends on the lifestyle of the individual,"
Nawrocki said.
"With a lot of the party packages you 0on't really have
to spend any more money on liquor. If you watch it you
could get by with $100 to $200 spending money and do
okay," Trester said.

1/_

AMA reaps financial rewards with 'Party Extravaganza'
by Jessica Foster
Business editor
While many SCS students are
packing tanning oil and beach
towels in anticipation of a sunfilled v3cation next month, one
organization is making the
fantasy possible.
The American Marketing
Association is promoting spring
break through its
"Party
Extravaganza."
"Party Extravaganza" is the
sale of spring break packages.
AMA takes spring breaka bit

more seriously than most groups prizes and tanning packages, she
and attempts to start the fun a bit said.
In
"Singled
Out,"
sooner than March.
participants can buy a ticket for a
The Rox Bar and Grill, St. 25 cents then have a chance to go
Cloud, is the venue for "Party out on a date with a new person.
Extravaganza" Tuesday nights.
Senior
Paul
Padratzik,
Customers of the Rox buy raffle . president of AMA, will not be
tickets f6r chances to win going on a Spring Break trip but
tanning packages, limousine is pleased with t-he sales this
rides and cost-free spring break year, he said. ''This is a good
packages, said Melanie Larson, money maker. Sales are going
junior marketing major.
pretty good this year compared
"The 'Hot Tan' contest is open to other years."
to everyone, you don't have to be
The sales are going so well, in
tan," Larson said. The 'Hot Tan' fact, that AMA is nearly done
contest offers chances at cash selling
the
trips
because

Bainchi- Rossi tours, the outfit
they are working under, can
handle no more.
· "The most we have on record
is 120 trips. That was two or
three years ago. Two weeks ago
we had sold 117," said Julie
Willey, who co-chairs the spring
break committee with Larson.
"It's a chance to let the brain
relax and have a good time.
Winter quartei- is a pretty dismal
quarter especially after all the
snow we just had. This really
brings spring into the picture,"
Willey said.
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TeleFile eases filing, preparation help available
by Jessica Foster
Business editor
Tax season brings images of ogre-l ike aud itors
invading personal space and threatening financial
turmoil 10 1he minds of filers .

This year, with changes in the tax process and
assistance from the accounting club, the process may be
simpler.
·
"TeleFile is a pilot program. The people who qualify
must have received lhc packages from the IRS . If you
lose your package you can't get another one. You can' t
transfer your package to someone who didn ' t get one,"

said Barb Trewick, manager of Express Tax in St.
Cloud.

In order to qualify for the TeleFile program, one's
filing status must be single, have np dependents and not
have more than five W-2 forms.
Those who were non-resident aliens at anytime during
1995 are ineligible, as are those who do not have the
same pennanent address as last year.
TeleFile is similar to electronic fi ling in that
computerization speeds up the rate of delivery.
"With electronic fili ng we're finding we're making a
good deal of corrections. It's a real good double-check
on your returns," she said.
Trewick estimated it would take between 10 and 17
days from filing to gel federal returns and IO to 12 days
to get state returns.
Although procrastination will not affect the rate of
return for electronic fil ing or Te\eFile, filers can expect
a longer wait for refund checks if they wait untiJ closer
to the deadli ne, Trew1ck said.
TeleFile will accept calls until midnight, April 15.
"With electronic filing the infonnation _goes directly
from our computer to the computer at the IRS," she said.
The Telefile service is only available when Ji ling
federal taxes. State tax returns must be mailed.
For those who are weary of the filing process, the
accounting club will come to the rescue.

CHRIS FARLEY

The accounting club has offered 1ax help for many
years through the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
program. The VITA program helps the elderly, disabled,
low-income or non-English speaking people complete
their tax returns.
Volun..teers must first take a four-part test which
evaluates their knowledge of doing taxes, said senior
Chris Kalal, accounting club member.
'The students have helpedthe eldCrly and low-income
for years. Thi s year this there has been some interest in
helping international Students," said John Cheh,

Photo illustration/Pat Christman
associate professor of accounting and advisor fo r the
accounting club.
"We can help anyone who needs it," Kalal said.
Recorded tax preparation assistance is available
through the Internal Revenue Services Tele-Tax
assistance program which can be reached by dialing 1800-829-44 77.
Living, breathing human beings can be reached by
calling 1-800-829- 1040 for help with federal returns.
Help in filing Minnesota returns is available by
dialing 1-800-652-9094.
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Track teams dash to success in first home meet
Ewings leads way for men
by Kris Aksteter
Staff-writer

'

Potts dominated the 1000-meter run by placing
first and third respectively. Przybilla's time was
2:30.43, while Potts came in at 2:32.90.
SCS tracksters took to Halcnbeck Fieldhouse
"I was real happy with what the men did in
Saturday in their first home meet of the season. this meet," Dill said. "We had some personal
The meet.matched SCS with Mankato State bests from our middle distance runners. I wa<;
University, St. Olaf College, the College of St. happy wit~ what Ewings did in the 200."
Benedict, the University of Mary, Jamestown
On the women's side, senior Swen Minnema,
College and Bethel College. It was an open in her first competition since high school,
meet and team scores were not kept.
shined in both the 55-meter hurdles and long
On the men's side, sophomore Bob Ewings jump. She finished third in the long jump at 16posted a time of 6.39 seconds in the 55-meter 2 3/4, and fo\Jrth in the 55 hurdles with a time
dash to claim first place.
of 8.91.
Ewings improved his already-national
"For a first meet, Swen performed very well,"
qualifying time from the previous meet ~y .03 coach Tracy Dill said. "On.her best jump, she
seconds. He also placed second in the 200- was at least eight inches behind the board and
meter dash with a time of 22.74.
still had a good jump."
Sophomore Joe Seifert also qualified
Junior Sandy Fuchs-Dingmann qualified·
provisionally for nationals in the high jump. He provisionally for nationals in the shot-put with
jumped 2.06 meters, which placed him first. a -toss of 44 3/4, and in the 20-pound weight
Freshman Brian Czech also did well, placing with a put of 42-2.
second at 2.01 meters.
" I think that was the best I've ever done,"
In the shot-put, junior Jeff Denjo placed third said Fuchs-Dingmann. "I stayed consistent
with a throw of 48 feet, I 1/2 inches. He also with each throw. All my throws were 40 feet or
placed first in the 35-pound weight with a throw better."
of 41-4.
Sophomore Carey Erpelding and senior Kim
Sophomore Brian Weigand finished third in Bachand placed in more than one event.
the 35-pound weight with a throw of 36➔4 1/4.
Erpelding finished second in the 55 hurdles
In the 400-meter dash, freshman Scott with a time of 8.65, third in the high jump at 5Sternweis finished in a second place tie at 5 I .4, 3 and fifth in the long jump at 15-11 1/2. •
just .32 off the winner's time.
Despite not feeling well, Bachand finished
Also placing well on the men's side was second in the high jump at 5-3, sixth in the long
junior Mike Jendro, who finished third in the jump at 15-11 1/4, and seventh in the 55 hurdles
500-meter dash with a time of I :08.65.
posting a time of 9.18.
Greg Sorensen, sophomore, finished third in
Sophomore Tonya VanErp placed second in
the 3000-meter run, posting a time of 8 minutes the 400 with a time of I :02.66.
59.88 seconds.
Freshman Emily Metzger captured first place
The lone sen ior on the men's team, Chad in the 800 with a time of 2:26.52. Katie
Bartels, placed second in the 800-meter run at Jacobson, also a freshman, finished fourth in
the mile at 5:25.36.
2,00.83.
"Both Emily and Katie are very talented,"
"I feel like I didn't have my best meet, but it's
only the second meet of the year," Bartels said. Dill said. "Katie is going to be one of the better
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor "I know that as the season goes on, I'll get mile runners in the conference this year."
The next home meet is Feb.. 9 for the men,
SCS sophomore Josh Lindstrom charges around the stronger."
corner in the mile run S~turday in Halenbeck Hall.
Sophomore Ryan Przybilla and junior Bill and Feb. IO for the women.

SCS women's basketball coach gives team midterm 'A'
U/ferts happy with squad's performance, attitude
by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer
This weekend marks the halfway
point of the North Central Conference
season for the women's basketball team
and the midterm grade given to the
team by head coach Lori Ulferts is an
'A.'

Ulferts said she gives tl).e team an 'A'
because of the effort and enthusiasm.
"They want to win now. They are not
content with just rebuilding," she said.
This season was expected to be a
rebuilding year with a five -win
conference season last year, but the
Huskies have exceeded expectations.
SCS is 4-3 in the NCC, in fourth
place behind the powerhouses of the
University of North Dakota (8-0),
North Dakota State University (7-1)
and South Dakota State University (61).

The

Huskies

also

have

three

freshmen, Teri Watkins, Stacy Ruberg
and Katie Shea,, who have seen
extensive playing time this year, and
they have stepped up to the challenge,
senior, Emily VanGorden said.
· "I thought it would take longer for
the freshmen to adjust to the NCC, but
they have done an excellent job of
sliding into their role." VanGorden said.
The
Huskies'
freshmen
and
upperclassmen are blending together
well, according to both Ulferts and
VanGordcn.
"I think the camaraderie on the team
has been good," VanGorden said. "The
upperclassmen give the freshmen some
insight. They're always excited for new
challenges, so that picks us up too."
Ulferts said the team is playing well
as a team, and they are getting along
both on and off the floor.
"I think you 're seeing a certain
chemistry right now," Ulferts said.
."Midway through the season that's

what you want. You don't want th&
peaking yet."
Shea said she and the other freshmen
have
gotten
help
from
the
upperclassmen and that help has
improved their play.
"As the season's gone along we've
gotten better," Shea said. "The
freshmen have stepped up since the
beginning of the season."
Based on the team's record last year,
Ruberg said they have really. surprised
some teams in the conference this year,
and SCS is coming together as a team.
Ulferts said offensively the team is
playing good basketball. The Huskies
are averaging 76.6 points per game.
Defense has been more of a
disappointment, she said.
Teams with senior guards and senior
centers have taken advantage of the
Huskies' struggles on defense, Ulfcrts
said.
The team has had defens"ive ·troubles

because of communication lapses,
Ruberg said.
"We've had trouble with our defense,
just knowing when to help," Ruberg
said.
The Huskies will have a chance to
improve upon their defense tonight
when they play South Dakota State
University in Brookings, S.D.
"They play excellent man-to-man
defense," Van Gorden said about SDSU.
"We're going to have to get by that."
"They're solid. Their starting five are
returning," Ulferts said "This is their
year. They have a lot graduating after
this year."
The Huskies travel to Sioux Falls,
S.D., Saturday to play Augustana
College. Augustana is a team which
likes to take a lot of three point shots,
Ulferts said.
"Augustana has a good transition
game, and their guards are good,''
VanGorden said.
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Backyard rink pushes
SCS -freshman forward
Hockey a Cullen family affair
by Kerry Collins·
Sports editor

Cullen has also helped Frisch's hockey,
Frisch said, and Frisch gives Cullen credit
for where he is today.
For almost as long as Matt Cullen can . "I don't think I would be playing here if
remember, hockey has only been as far I hadn't been playing with him," Frisch
away as his own backyard.
said. "He has boosted my play a lot and
"Dad always built a rink in the has pushed me 10 g~ better since high
backyard for us kids, so I've always been school."
around the game," Cullen said.
Cullen comes from a family of athletes.
Cullen, a freshman forward from His father and uncles played, as do
Moorhead, Minn., said he's been involved Cullen 's younger brothers, Mark and Joe.
in hockey since he was 5 years old, and Cullen's , younger sister, Anne, is a
his success has been a direct result of his talented gymnast.
father, Terry. Not only did his dad provide
"He comes from an athletic family and
a backyard rink, but he was also Cullen's he's no exception," Dahl said. "His father
high school hockey coach.
played and all of his brothers and sisters
''My dad has definitely been the biggest are very good at what they do."
factor in my hockey," Cullen said. "He
Motivation has never been a problem
was my coach in high school and always for Cullen, he said, because he has always
had us around hockey. He played and so been infatuated with hockey. "I play
did his brothers, so it's in the family."
because I love the game and it's fun and I
SCS head coach Craig Dahl agreed love to compete," he said. "You don't
Cullen's family has had a large impact. need anything to motivate you when it's
The influence of Cullen's family has something you love doing and you've
made him better. "His dad is an excellent been doing all your life."
coach and there is no question he's been
Cullen's success has followed him into
well-taught. He has that intangible and it the classroom, and his intelligence helps
makes him better," Dahl said.
his ability on the ice, Dahl said. With his
Cullen grew up in Virginia, Minn. The intelligence and the experience he's
family moved to Moorhead when Cullen gaining, Dahl thinks Cullen will be a
was in the fourth grade and, for Cullen, future force.
the move was profitable.
"We 're talking about a 4.0 student here.
" It was a real good move for me," He's a smart· kid and he's got experience
Cullen said. "Moorhead was turning into in the league now," Dahl said. "Wait until
a real good hockey town and was young · he's a junior or senior. He has a lot of
as far as hockey talent was concerned."
potential."
It was in Moorhead where he teamed
Cullen's scoring has received a boost
with Ryan Frisch, another SCS freshman lately and he is tied for the team lead in
forward who is also Cullen's roommate points with sophomore Sacha Molin at 26.
and good friend. Having Frisch along for All credit for his recent success should go
the ride as a Husky has made it easier, to his line, Cullen said.
Cullen said, especially since they have
"I've just been getting a few breaks
played with each other for so long.
over the last few weekends, but the line is
"We've played on the same line since starting to play really well," Cullen said.
squirts and it's real nice to be on the same "Things have started going our way and it
team again," Cullen said. "It's nice to have has worked out really well and the puck
someone you know here. I think it's been has been going into the net."
a really good mix."
While the scoring has been rejuvenated
Frisch also said Cullen has helped him for Cullen, who leads SCS with 17 assists,
with the move into Division I hockey. "At it is nothing new to him. "It's always been
times it's been tough, but it's gotten better my thing. In high school it was passing to
and I think we've adjusted well," Frisch Frisch and Frisch scoring," Cullen said.
said. "Being roommates has helped a lot "That's always been how I play."
· with that."
Cullen's best asset as a player is his

FIie photo

SCS freshman Matt Cullen (right) checks Gopher senior Nick Checco
during a game Nov. 4. Cullen has boosted his play lately, and he is
currently tied for the Husky scoring lead.
passing ability, according to Dahl and
junior forward Dave Paradise. "He sees
the ice extremely well and his passing is
excellent," Dahl said. "He trained
extremely hard this summer to be stronger
and he wants to be a player."
"For an 18-year-old, he sees the ice
better than most," Paradise said. "When I
,first saw him I was surprised with his
hands. He's just a freshman and has very
quick hands."
The trip to Junior Nationals also helped
Cullen's play, Paradise said, and he feels
more comfortable in the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association.
"I think the first half of the season he
was kind of feeling his way through
things and the Junior Nationals helped
him a lot," Paradise said. "He's totally
adjusted to the league now. He knows he's

a playmaker and how to do his job. He's
going to be a plus for my senior season,
that's for sure."
Although Cullen shows a lot of ability
on the ice, he said he is not concerned
with his future in hockey. His primary
·concern is playing a game he loves.
"I'm just going to keep playing and
whatever happens, happens," Cullen said .
"It's always been a dream, I guess, to play,
in the NHL, but th3.t 's not really up to
me."
Dahl said Cullen can go as far as the
NHL, despite the freshman's modesty.
Cullen's leadership and attitude could get
him there, Dahl said.
"He's a great leader on a team of great
guys," Dahl said. "He's not a braggart or
cocky. He just likes to play. You know
where we'll see him in a few years."

Husky hockey hopes to halt potent Pioneer scorers
by Kerry Collins

Sports editor
"The Laaksonen Line."

~~s :~~~:

"We have got to stop the
Laaksonen line. That's the
number-one thing. ,,

na!e
~~;;!~tew~:!?si~~~a~i~::~i;
red light of a goal being scored and the shaking heads of
opposing coaches.
The University of Denver's scoring line of Antti
Laaksonen, Erik Andersson and Brent Cary has betome
known as "the Laaksonen Line" and they have caused
many problems lately for opponents of the Pioneers.
''We have got to stop the Laa~onen -line. That's the has played well over the last three games."
nuthber-one thing," SCS head coach Craig Dahl said.
Last weekend, Denver (19-6-1 overall , 15-6-1 WCHA)
Heading into this weekend, the line of Laaksonen, swept the University of North Dakota. The Huskies (7-16Andersson and Cary has accounted for 44 percent (48 or' 2 overall, 6-14-2 WCHA) split with Northern Michigan
109) of the points for the Pioneers over the last nine University, thanks to an overtime goal from freshman
games. Andersson also has a nine-game point streak • forward Matt Cullen in Saturday's contest. SCS scored
going.
only five goals in the series, a total Dahl said will have to
-"We have to shut them down, it's that simple," junior be improved upon to beat the Pioneers.
forward Dave Paradise said. "They are very good
"We have got to score more than five goals in two
offensively and I think our lines can match up with them." games, that's for sure," Dahl said. "We have to get people
The Huskies will need to exercise solid defense and scoring goals."
goaltending in order to stop the potent Laaksonen line,
The Pioneers are in third place in the WCHA and are
and Dahl said SCS has been getting both of those lately.
ranked fifth nationally in the College Hockey USA poll.
''We need great team defense and great goaltending
The key to SCS scoring more goals is getting better
from ~s5>p~o_n:i~~ B!]~~) 1:,~i'!,3( P.3!1! ~a!~· ~·our defense shots, according to Paradise. With Sinuhe Wallinheimo

-Craig Dahl
SCS head hockey coach

and Jim Mullin in the net for Denver, goals might be hard
to coine by.
"Both of their goalies are good and.we're going to have
to get a lot of good shots off," Paradise said. "For us to
have any success, we will have to score goals."
The last time SCS played the Pioneers, Nov. 24 and 25,
the Huskies were swept. Denver defeated them 6-4 and 62 after the Huskies got into a rut early each nights.
"We played them tough out there but just got into a hole
and found ourselves trying to come back," Paradise said.
"We have to use this weekend to make up for our slow
start."
Another key to a Husky viCtory will be outplaying the
Pioneers on special teams, Dahl said. But no matter what
happens, SCS will have to be in its best fonn.
"We will have to be on top of our game and the power
play has to get on track," Dahl said. "We need two lines
doing the scoring and if we win the special teams battle,
we'll win the game."
The rest of the games on the Husky schedule are
important for moving up in the standings to stay away
from the powerhouses of Colorado College, the
University of Minnesota and Denver in the playoffs,
Paradise said, but the Huskies have sole control of where
they end up.
''The rest of our games are big:" Paradise said. "Our
destiny is in our own hands."
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SCS grapplers look to -grind NCC contenders _
by RyanVoz
Managing editor
Aggressive wrestling and takedowns
will be the showdown this weekend as
the SCS wrestling team hosts two North
Central Conference contenders.
The Huskies look to improve their
record and pick up their first conference
win, but it won't n·ecessarily be easy.
The Huskies face the NCC's two top
teams in South Dakota State University
Friday and Augustana College Saturday.
SDSU is ranked sixth in the nation
but the bite of the Huskies hopes to keep
things close.
"In order to win we just need to win
the close matches," Coach SteVe Grimit
said.
Coach Grimit emphasizes an
aggressive style of wrestling with his
team consisting of quick takedown
attempts. He feels even if they make
mistakes it will only make them better,
he said.
"We just need to take the pressure to
them and be physical," junior Jeremy
Lang said.
SCS has defeated Augustana the last
two years. They hope they can keep the
streak alive.
Last weekend the Huskies fell to
Makato State 27-9 in a match much
closer than the score indicates.
"We knew they were pretty totlgh
coming in and they have had a good
1eam for quite a few years," Lang said.
· It was tied 9-9 after Lang captured the
win in overtime at 158 pounds, but the
Huskies fell in the next four matches.
"It was a hard-fought dual, and it was
close all the way, through," Grimit said.
According to Grimit the team's goal
is to continue to improve up until the

WCHA STANDINGS

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer

SCS freshman Ryan Marx grapples with a teammate Wednesday in wrestling practice. The Huskies will face South
Dakota State University and Augustana College this weekend i,:i a pair of North Central Conference dual meets.
conference meet and nationals.
success to his hard work and the help of
The Huskies have their weapons
'The key is how you do at the end 6f God.
loaded in hopes of tackling two possible
the year," Grimit said.
This year's starting squad consists of wins at Halenbeck.
Junior Andy Reigstad improved his five freshmen who, according to coach
The Huskies face -SDSU at 7 p.m.
record at 150 ·pounds to 20-4.
Grimit, have been making steady Friday and Augustana College 5 p.m.
Reigstad red-shirted last season progress.
Saturday.
.because of a knee injury, but he has no_t
'They are still pups but they are a
The Huskies are 0-2 NCC, 2-2
showed any signs of sitting out a year.
good group of freshmen and they will overall.
"Andy's offense is in high gear "and only get better," Grimit said.
"I'd like to see everyone wrestle real
his commitment helps make him a
Grimit compares freshman Ryan well this weekend, and it would be nice
champion," Grimit said.
Marx to Reigstad because they have the to pick up two wins," junior Jeff
Reigstad says he attributes his same work ethic.
Bullennan said.

Husky men to step up court pressure
by Rob LaPla~te
Staff writer
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The Husky men's basketball team will
encounter a huge road test this weekend and the squad is looking to return home at
the head of the class.
The Huskies (5-2 North Central
Conference, 13-3 overall) are currently in
second place in the NCC and will stop in
Brookings, S.D., Friday to take on firstplace South Dakota State University (6-1
NCC, 14-2 overall).
SCS will travel to Sioux Falls, S.D.,
Saturday to play Augustana University (3-4
NCC, 10-6 overall).
The Huskies are coming off an 85-72
victory Over Mankato State University
Saturday night at Halenbeck Hall, giving
them sole possession of second place in the
NCC. A sweep this wee~end would assure
the Huskies at least <\ share of first place in
the conference.
SCS senior forward Todd Bouman says
the team is ready for the weekend, but have
to continue playing strong defense in order
to be successful.
"It's a big weekend of play for us," he
said. "But we have to go in prepared like
every game and play good defense to win."
The first-place Jllckrabbits claim a topnotch guard combination in Jason
Sempsrott who averages 14.5 points per
game, and Jermaine Showers, 18.7 ppg.
SDSU is scoring an average of 89.2 ppg
and allowing 72.5 ppg under first-year head
coach Scott Nagy.
''They have two outstanding guards,"
SCS head coach Butch Raymond said.
"We'll have to play tough defense because

" Part of this league is to play well on the
road, as well as at home. "
- Butch Raymond
SCS head men's basketball coach
they're really a tremendous offensive
te"am."
One of the players the Huskies will count
on in shutting down SDSU-s guards is
freshman guard Jon Bryant, who is
shooting 60.8 percent from the 3-point line
this season.
"We'll have to continue playing our same
pressure defense," Bryant said. "We'll have
to play hard especially in transition and
penetrate when we're on offense."
Sophomore forward Nate Pelowski said
SCS will have to stick to the game plan this
weekend to come away with a pair of wins.
"We have to play our style of game and
not worry about the other team's game,"
Pelowski said. "It's always tough to win on
the road because you're in a different
environment, but this will be a good test
and we're excited to go,"
The Huskies will travel to Sioux Falls,
S.D., Saturday to take on the Vikings, who
are coming off a split last weekend.
Augustana is led by their only senior on the
team. Guard Derrick Walsh is averaging
17.9 ppg and 4.4 rebounds per game.
Forward Troy Steen is averaging 11 ppg

and 7 rpg.
"Augustana is averaging a lot of points
this season," Raymond said. "Both
Augustana and SDSU are very talented
offenSively."

The Huskies' haven't played on the road
since Jan. 5 and 6 when they split a
weekend series in North Dakota. Currently
they have a record of 3-2 on the road this
season.
"Our team 'has responded .well on the
road this season," Ra)'mond said. "In both
of our road losses, we've-been right there.
Part of this league is to play well on the
road, as well as at home."
The Huskies have done well this season
bouncing back after losses (as they did in •
the MSU game). They have a perfect 3-0
record after a loss.
"We're getting experienced enough
where we'll pull together after a tough
loss," Bouman said. "Hopefully we'll
continue to do that and continue improving
every time out there."
With one more victory, Raymond can
become the all-time winningest head coach
at SCS. He tied the record last Saturday
night in the 85-72 victory against MSU.
The Huskies will return home Feb. 2 and
3 to take on North Dakota State University
Friday night and the University of North
Dakota Saturday night.
"We're coming up on the halfway point
of the season," Raymond said. "I'm really
proud of our guys at what we've
accomplished so far, but this weekend is
just another big weekend for us."
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SUMMER - FALL RENTALS

TOWNHOMES

Classic 500 & River Ridge Apts.
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Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

* Off Street Parking

* Controlled Access
* Dishwasher
* Microwave
* Tuckunder Parking
* Ind. Locked Bdrms
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For Information & Reservation,:

Melanie 654-9806
Julie 202-0244
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* Laundry
* Air Conditionirig
* Mini Blilids

"

* Heat/Water paid
* Free Basic Cable

* On Site Caretaker
CALL TODAY!!
253-UOO

Premiere Student Housing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Free Parking/Outlets
Sand Volleyball Court
Heat and Water paid
Phone/Cable each bedroom
Ceiling fans In bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwashers

• Air conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerators
• Laundry Facilities

• Vending Machines
• Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633
lfflmE

Immediate Results!

PREGNANCY
TESTING.

APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS

Tired Of
Dates
That Are
A Little
Less Than
Desirable?
Tune to:

Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a lazcr printer available 24 hours a day
for your use at no charge to you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
~

On TCI

Cable Marketplace Channel 3

Bridgeview S o u t h . Bridgeview West

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR LIFE WATCH TDN

Call Today!!
253-1100

12am, 1:30am, 4am, 2:30pm, & 9pm

.;;tM/Nii ;{,,¢l[iii
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The grand old theater
The 75-yEar-old Paramount Theater gets-a new leas€ on /Jfr
STORY BY
SARAH TIECK
STAFF WRITER

PHOTOS BY
PAT CHRISTMAN

AsSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

T

he Paramount Theater echoes
with 75 years of St. Cloud
memories. Nervous giggles of
first dates, crackling of
applause, practiced voices of
entertainers and crunching of popcorn can
still be heard in the empty theater.
"Everyone that grew up in St. Cloud did
something or dated someone in the
Paramount Theater," said John Mason, an
SCS professor of applied psych9logy who
' is involved with the Central Minnesota
Children's Theater and is helping with the
restoration and renovation of the Paramount
Theater.
The Children's Theater has been utilizing
the Paramount for productions, as well as
working
with
the
Housing
and
Redevelopment Authority, the Paramount
Arts Resource Trust, Inc. and community
volunteers 10 aid in the restoration of the
elegant and historic building.
"If anyone has been in that theater lately
they'll see some positive changes,'' said
Rose Zimmerman Ford, owner of The
Bookshelf and a member of the PART
board.
According to Mason there have been
significant donations of time and resources
from community members. "It's clearly a

The Paramount Theater, which is
undergoing renovation, is home to
the Central Minnesota Children's
Theater.

Renovation of the Paramount Theater, including work on the balcony
overlooking. the main theater, has already ~gun.

• comrllunity project," he said.
"(fhe volunteers) spent a lot of time
working and a lot of the time reminiscing
and talking about what the theater meant to
them," Mason said.
The Paramount volunteers have begun to
paint and plaster the theater, which was
built in 192 1. It has since been turned into a
movie theater and suffered a fire .
The theater is being decorated in shades
of blue, rose, and gold, and it is expected to
resemble the original theater which
showcased vaudeville productions.
· "It really shows you what can happen,
what it can look like. It's really a beautifu l
building," said Mayor Chuck.Winkelman, a
member of the PART board.
"I think we all have our own reasons for
wanting to keep an old building," said
Zimmerman Ford.
Bob
Bunger,
the
development
coordinator of PART, said the Paramount
would be of great value to the community
when the project is completed.
In addition to having sentilllental value
for many citizens, the Parimount will
provide a resource center for those
interested in the arts, and act as a catalyst
for economic development in St. Cloud.
"It's going to have such a multitude of
l!Ses. In a way it could have a broader scope
and influence than the original," said
Bunger.
"I think it's going to put us on the map,"
said Zimmerman Ford. "It's going to bring
tourist dollars to the St. Cloud area that we
haven't seen before."
The renovated Paramount Theater and
surrounding arts 4istrict will. include a
gallery, several offices and classrooms, a
lobby, art studios, recording and control
booths, a shop, dressing rooms and smaller
stages.

Lori Olson, project coordinator for the Paramount Arts Resource Trust,
Inc., looks at the remaining useable seats Wednesday in the main theater
of the Paramount Theater.
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Theater students to attend regional contest

Pat Christman/Assis)ant photo editor

Corey Mills (left) and Chris Tangen, both senior theater and film
studies major, rehearse in the Performing Arts Center Arena Stage for
the American College Theater Competition in St. Louis, Mo. this week.

by Emily Praught

According to Richard Nimke, assistant
professor of theater, "There will be

T

wo SCS students will the Kem.1edy

approximately

Center American College Theater

Competitors are from the Region 5:

Festival this week in St. Louis, Mo.
Corey Mills, senior theater and film
studies major was chosen for the
competition from his perfonnance in last
year's show, ''The Dutchess of Malfi."
Kyle Olsen, senior theater and film studies
major was chosen for his performance in
'The Baltimore Waltz."

300

competitors.

Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Iowa, North
Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota."
Two winners will be chosen from the
competition. The winners will receive an
Irene Ryan Scholarship for education of
$500.
·
Mills and Olsen will compete by
presenting a five minute monologue and

.. scene. Chris Tangen, senior theater- and
fi lm studies major will be assisting Olsen
in his scene. Olsen and Tangen will be
perfonning a scene from the play, "A
Hatful of Rain." Ross Lowinski. junior
theater and fi lm studies major will be
assisting Kyle Olsen in a scene from the
play, "Rosencrantz and Gildcnstem are
Dead."
·
. Mills and Tangen will each give
monologues during their perfonnances.
Mills will be performing a comedic
monologue from "A Play About Luv," by
Murray Scisgal. According to Lowinski,
Tangen's monologue will be the same as
hi s performance from the Martin Luther
King Jr. Day celebration.
"I c hose Chris (Tangen) to be my
partner because he's a good friend and
acting partner," Corey Mills said. "I plan
to do my best, but the competition isn't the
only part. I hope to learn a lot. There will
be technical workshops, plays from other
universities
and
student
design
competitions." Mills has been waiting for
this competition since he was chosen from
his performance in February.
"Kyle chose me to be his partner
because he thought I would help him win,"
Lowinski said. "We've been practicing for
about three weeks. We're. strong and our
chances of goi ng on are strong."
The two winners of the - Irene Ryan
Scholarship will go on to compete
nationally at the Kennedy Center for the
Arts in Washington, D.C. The national
winner will be receive a $2,500
scholarship for education.
Mills, Tangen, Olsen and Lowinski left
at 2:00 a.m: Tuesday. They will drive to St.
Louis, Mo. Nimke will be travelling as
their adviser. "I'm looking forward to the
competition, but not the 12-hour drive,"
Mills.said.

·no£ JV :Ju1.1v1s aq ll!M no£ puno.1v a1doad JV.lartas
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Make people stare - write for University Chronicle.
Contact: Eric Hedlund, Diversions editor, 255-4086

Paramount:

$3.5 million guaranteed for renovations

The theater will house the offices of
several theater 'groups such as the
·children's Theater and the New Tradition
Theater, and maintain equipment and the
stage to faci litate a variety of productions.
The groups will share equipment and
facilities mainiained by the administration
of the Paramount Arts District, allowing the
sole focus to be on the quality of
production.
The studios within the building will be
available to a variety of different types of
artists to enable them to work with a
muhitude of materials and styles. In
addition to providing a place for artists to
work, the arts district will contain a shop
and a gallery to aid in the s~le of the artistic
creations.
"We need to provide more of (the arts) in
this community. We're a very diverse
community and we need to strengthen that,"
Winkelman said.
Currently, PART and the HRA are
working to securing grants and raise the
funds necessary IO complete the project.
The city has guaranteed nearly $3 .5 million
to the project., drawn from the food and
beverage tax, and the group has received
many douations from the community. "We
feel very positive it's going to happen,"
Winkelman said.

from Page 15

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

One of the ceiling decorations in the downtown Paramount Theater has
been partially restored with the help of a local volunteer artist.
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'Band Jubilee'
to feature
British music
By Brian Christofferson
Staff writer

S

CS music groups will host to Band
Jubilee 1996, titled "The British
Are Coming," Saturday, Feb. 3 in
the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Joining them will be middle school
bands from Sauk Rapids, Becker and
Sartell, as .well as high school bands from
Elk River and Sartell.
" It will be an entertaining afternoon
and evening of music," said Rl.chard K.
Hansen, associate professor of music and
director of the SCS Wind Ensemble.
"There will be an opportunity to observe
a tremendous variety of music and band
styles."
The first session will begin at 2 p.m.
with performances from the three middle
school bands, and following at 3:30 p.m.,
Hansen will direct a performance by the
SCS Wind Ensemble.
The evening session kicks off at 7 p.m.
with the high school bands from Elk
River and Sartell, followed at 8 p.m. with
the SCS Wind Ensemble.
The event is titled "The British Arc
Coming" because each band will perfonn
at least one British band classic as a
tribute to the late Roger Barrett, former
SCS director of band groups and music
department chairman.
"Roger affected thousands of lives,"
Hansen said. "He never did anything for
fanfare or honor. He always gave credit
to his ~tudents."
According to Hansen, Barrell was not
only an excellent perfonner, but also a
talented writer of music.
He said
Barrett's
a rrangement
of
"Konigsmarsch" is played by many
universilies across the country for
graduation ceremonies.
Scotl Anderson, instructor of music,
will play a trombone concerto by British
composer Derek Bourgeois during each
of the two sessions.
"From a musical standpoint, the
particular piece has as much in common
with popular music as it does with
orchestral music," Anderson said.
Ac~ording to Hansen, the concert will
be a valuable experience for the middle
school and high school bands involved.
"The best part about it will be listening to
each other play," Hansen said. "It should
be a wonderful learning experience." All
of
the
performances
w ill
be
professionally r~corded, a nd each school
will receive a copy of its performance, he
added.
Admission to the event iS free for SCS
students and faculty, and $3 fo r general
admission.
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'Old Turtle' artist's work.on display in Atwood
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer

very gratifying, as reluctant as I was in
the beginning," Chee said.
He said although he was happy with
CS was recently visited by artist the end result, he is not sure if he will
Cheng-Khee Chee, illustrator of illustrate another book. Chee said he
the
nationally-acclaimed likes painting what is in his head and
children's book "Old Turtle." He came for his own enjoyment.
He also said there are certain
to the opening reception for an
exhibition of his watercolor paintings differences between illustrating and
in the Atwood Memorial Ce nter fine art painting that make him wary of
doing illustrations.
Gallery Lounge Tuesday 3-4 p.m.
"[With) illustration, You illustrate
Chee, a resident of Duluth, began
painting when he was a young boy somebody else's idea," Chee said.
"[Wi
th) fine art painting, you paint your
growing up in China and has not
stopped since. In I 989 he was own vision."
He said fine art painting is frorp one's
approached to illustrate "Old Turtle"
but was less than enthusiastic about the heart and fo~ oneself and illustrations
idea at first, he said.
are paintings for someone else.
"[The success of the "Old Turtle"] is · Nevertheless, people have enjoyed
the
book
internationally,
and now SCS
students have the
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
chance to view . Artist Cheng-Khee Chee, Duluth, signs a book for Marsha Shoemaker,
some of his other news editor of the SCS Public Relations Department at the opening
works
at
the reception of Chee's exhibit Tuesday afternoon in the Atwood Memorial
exhibit.
Center Gallery Lounge. Chee is the watercolor artist who illustrated "Old
"It's amazing to Turtle," a popular children's book written by Doug Wood of Sartell.
see what you can
to such Southeast Asian cities as
do
with sophomore, said she liked the fact that
Singapore and Kuala Lumpur in the
watercolor," said Chee's works were so life-like.
Philippines.
"You
can
really
see
a
lot
of
depth
in
Jennifer Merdan,
the paintings," she said.
Ch!!e said he was taking a leave from
a junior art major
All of the pai ntings on display are his teaching position at the University
at the College of
origina ls, but none are from the of Minnesota-Duluth, but that leave
St. Benedict.
collection of "Old Turtle" illustrations might be pcnnanent because he simply
Merdan's views
ourtesy University Program Board
and none are for sale. Chee said the enjoys painting too much.
Koi 90, No. 4, a watercolor by artist Cheng~Khee Chee were shared by paintings were all originally shown at
"I'm living my dream," he said.
is now on exhibit in the Atwood Memorial Center others at the show. an exhibit in China and will probably
The exhibit will be shown in the
Jennifer Pecore, a
Gallery Lounge.
travel with him for an overseas showing AMC Gallery through March 8.
St.
Benedict

S

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Copper Lantern one of the best restaurants in St. Cloud

A

t the intersection of U.S.
Highway IO and east St. Gennain
Street is the Copper Lantern, one
of St. Cloud's better res1aurants.

*****

of table edges, as well. These angles
convey a casual feeling and help to relax
the patron.

Food:*****

A patron can expect to find wellCleanliness:
The Copper Lantern is very clean, not prepared food that is actually quite tasty.
Some
of the food is fried, but by no
only in appearance, but in procedure as
this a greasy-spoon
well. This is evident when the patron is means is
establishment. The Ham-andseated and sees that the
silve_rware on the table' is placed ,--,=,-~ Cheesewiches are proof that
fried food doesn't have to be
neatly within a folded napkin.
greasy and tasteless. They are
This shows that the restaurant
full of ham and are quite
staff not only takes time to place
delicious. If ordering a dinner
the silverware, but also is
that serves soup, try the chicken
conscious of keeping it safe and
and wild rice. Some restaurants
sanitary for the patron. Other
have trouble finding a good
minor efforts by the staff to
balance ofConsistency in their
ensure cleanliness make it a safe
soup - either it is too watery or
environment to dine in.
~~--~ it is to'o thick. The Copper
Lantern's chicken and wild rice
Atmosphere:
One gets a cozy inviting feeling when soup is jusl right, being full ofrice, meaty
walking into the dining area. Country chunks of chicken and a full array of
crafts adorn the walls and ledges and vegetables.
small details, like the ivy inlay in the
wooden headboards above the booths, Price:
For the hungry diner the Copper
give the Copper Lantern that home-like
appeal some restaurateurs find so Lantern provides .a full plate and then
attractive. The .copper lantern light some. Most dinners come with soup or
fixtures also contribute to the salad and a choice from a list of side
orders . With dinner running $6 to $8, this
atmosphere.
One of the interesting things about the is a good deal. An appetizer costs about
Copper Lantern is its use of angles. $3. For two people, having dinner at the
Beams dividing the smoking and non- Copper Lantern should run somewhere
smoking areas are not placed at a ninety from $15 to $20, but that's including an
degree angle, but instead at a fony-five appetizer which doesn't necessarily need
degree angle. This can be said about the to be included since there is so much food
cunain edges and the varied angular cuts offered with a dinner. Sandwiches will
cost slightly less than a dinner and

*****

*****

breakfast will be even less than lunch.
Depending on what meal one orders, it
could conceivably cost less than $IO for
two people.

*****

Service:
The service at the Copper Lantern is
relaxed. The servers are well-trained in
suggestive selling, but are very
personable and friendly. Watching the
serving staff in action gives one the
impression they really enjoy their jobs.
This can only help the restaurant serve its
patrons better.
The speed at which the food came to
the table was fair, but not fast enough to
be considered exceptional.

*****

Variety:
Consistent with other breakfas1through-dinner restaurants, The Copper

Lantern has a wide variety of options to
choose from. The menu consists mostly
of breakfasts, salads, dinners and
sandwiches. The selection of dinners
sandwiches and desserts is lengthy, but
not too original. The appetizer selection
is small. The menu tries to compete with
many chain restaurants of this type, and
does an admirabl~ job.

Overall:*****
In a city filled with restaurants, the
Copper Lantern is a gem that, with a little
polishing, could be one of the best in St.
Cloud. It is definitely a quality restaurant
for the money. The food ani:l atmosphere
do just what they should - please the
patron.

The Copper Lantern
15 S. Hwy. 10
St. Cloud
252-0772
Hours: All week 6 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Sample prices: Reuben Sandwich: $5.65
Chicken IGev: $7.49
Onion Rings: $2.65
Try list: Ham and Cheese Wiches
Chicken and Wild Rice Soup
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Saunders: scs examines options fromPage1--.. I sti ll dispute many of the
allegations," Saunders said. " In
some systems you have guilt
by allegation and that's how I
felt. Some things have not been
handled fairly. I think there was
a rush to j udgment on the basis
of multi -cu ltural differences
and so the verdict came down."
Saunders said minority
enrollment at SCS increased
during his time he re and
questioned why the university
would want to elimioate a
position that see med 10 be
yieldi.ng results.
"There's more goi ng on here
lhan meets the eye," Saunders
said.
Minority enrollment at SCS
increased from 367 students in
1990 to 520 students in 1994.
However, Re id said the amount
of minority students recruited
personally by Saunders who
ended up enrolling at SCS did
not increase.
"When you talk about the
number of students contacted
by that positi on and those who
did eventually apply and enroll ,
there was no increase," Reid
said. "I'm not talking about the
total number o f students
enrolled in school. Just the
number of students impacted
by that position."
Reid said he plans to leave
the position vacant while the

department reevaluates the best awhile."
strategy for recruitment and
Reid said there needs to be
more of a coopecitive effort
retention of minority students.
Pat Krueger, associate between all members on his
director of admissions, said staff and said every recruiter
feel • comfortable
although the entire admissions should
department did play a role in recruiting any student.
"Once, a black student came
minority recruitment while
Saunders was here, it is into our office and asked to
probably better to not place just speak to a counselor," Reid
one person in charge of the said. "One of the staff told him
process.
our minority recruiter was out.
"He never really was in ..., I mean he shou ld have been
charge anyway," Krueger said. able to talk to anybody there."
"We all worked at it, but there
Krueger said she expects a
are probably better ways of decision on what to do with the
going about it tha,n by just position to be made by spring
asking one person to be all quarter.
thi ngs to all people. We plan on
"By the end of spring
working with other places on quarter, we will know how to
campus more. There are go
about
systema1i cally
already people on campus increasing the number of
doing good things, they just minorities who can enjoy a
need to be brought together."
successful experience at SCS,"
Saunders said he had not Krueger said. ·
wanted to be just a recruiter of
Reid said university budget
minority students and had felt considerations will determine
like that was how he was being exactly what is done with the
regarded at SCS.
position , but said without
"I persona lly feel that I had Saunde rs his department is
to leave that position because I understaffed in terms of
didn't want to be pigeonholed recruiters able to get out to
as a recruiter of minority high schoo ls to meet with
students," Saunders said. "I students.
want~d to recruit people
"Shaw n went on the road
regardless of their race or color and recru ited many students,"
and I felt like I was being Reid said. "We sti ll need a
pigeonholed at (SCS). I'd been recruiter who can go on the
looking to leave for quite road."

Now you can make great color laser prints by using the
new 600-dpi Apple Color LascrWriter at all Kinko's
Copy Centers. For only$ 1.99 each.youcan make "
bold. bright, cri.~ p. high-resolution color printouts your.-clf directly from a Macin1osh or
IBM computer. From now on, give your
important computer document s more
impm::::~t!0 1 ~~~~~
is
I~
annihcr fast at Kinko's. It makes full ,- - 1.......,.r--= - - •
color rnmpmcr print-outs quick, easy
ande..:ono111ical. Sostart savingoncolor
~
print-ouls today.
I,,
•
Open 24 Hours
259-1224
211 Fifth Avenue 5.
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Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall,'96!
Pick out your own large private room in our
beautifuf twerbath apartments housing up to
four people at Fifth Ave., 11th St. S..

:• available
k~~~,,:rb~~il~~s ·: ~c~~~\~~~~i next door
storage space • U pik-kwik next door
• on-site coin laundry
• off-street parking

• quiet & well-managed
• no application fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans
• $549/person/quarter
• $183/person/12 months .
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Allltrak'S Student Advantage
Card Reflects 15% on Winter Getaways.
If you want to gel away from it all this wi nte r, Amtrak is the way to go. Especiall)1 when you can save 15% oil awesome getaways wilh the
Student Advamage G-ird . Call 1-800--96-AMTRAK to get your care!. And, take your pick of cool places, hot spots and hundreds of Olher
colorful vacation destinations designed to take your mind off the winter blues. Pick your destination now a nd call your travel
agent or Amtrak for reservations at 1-800-USA-RAIL Winter gciaway seats arc limited so call today

while the gcttingS goc::,d.
~~;'.:-?iisi~or~~\~lh~~~~~~rddlscount fires1re~sedor,1w.i~.illtl1rt$W!K110chiin9twathou!nobet Seatsareliru!ed
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Mandate:

Bill provides exceptions to
semesters, common calendar from Page 2 - - - -

~

"We are still p4oceeding
(with the switch to semesters),
but if individual campuses need
more time to convert, then they
will be excused from the

process temporarily," Carlson
said.
The bill would also provide
for regional considerations to be

"the Catholic
Church on
campus"

taken

,,,

Newman Center
396 First Avenue South
Saturdays: 5:30 pm
Sundays: 9 am, 11: 15 am, 8 pm

w

c~~~t +

Newman
Center

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Saturday: 5;30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. 11:15a.m. 8p.m.
Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 251-3260

into

account

when

ilttempting to compi le a
common calendar and would
allow
the
decision
on
administrator's academic roles
to be f!lade at a local level,
though
the
state
would
encourage their involvement in
counsel in g
or
course
instruction. It Would also allow
more of the revenue raised by
tuition 10 be retained by the
individual campuses.
"We fee l there is a couple
million dollars in potential
savings for the individual
campuses if they are able to
invest those funds themselves
instead of placing them with the
state," Carlson said.
So far the MnSCU system
office has been very supportive
of the bill, he said.
"I'm sure we'll sec some
debate (with MnSCU) as we
move forward on the individual
details, but at this point, there
seems 10 be a lot of support,"
Carlson said.
MnSCU spokesperson Jack
Rhodes
said
MnSCU

Chancellor Judith Eaton and her
staff are pleased with the bill as
it now stands.
"Bas ically,
(MnSCU)
believes the time has come to
give colleges 8Jld universities
more autonomy while at the
same time maintaining the
necessary controls," Rhodes
said.
Barb Grachek, SCS vicepresident of academic affairs,
said she would welcome more
independence for the individual
campuses. She said there have
been times in the past when
what has been good · for the
whole
system
has
not
necessarily been good for SCS.
"Sometimes it takes longer to
get things done (when you are
required to gain system-wide
approval) and the delays can be
disadvantageous to (SCS),"
Grachek said. "We've sent new
major and minor programs in to
be reviewed and they have been
delayed anywhere from six
months to a couple of years. By
that time, the students we need
to service no longer benefit."
Minnesota State University
Student Association Executive
Director Frank Viggiano said
his organization had several
concerns about the bill.
However, he was convinced to
support
it after several
amendments were past.
These amendments wou ld ·

CO\.UMNIST I
CARTOONIST

"'"''

INTlRHTED? Pick up an application in SH 13.
Call 255-4086 or 255-2449

maintain a ceiling on the
amount uni versities could
charge students in facility fees,
requiring schools to continue
providing voter registration
materials to students when they
register and cutting back the
number of couns(;ling sessions
students
, , receiving
Supplemental Educational Loan
Fund (SELF) loans must attend
with their university financial
aid office to one.
"I've been call ing our
(student government) presidents
and ad vising them of the
changes 10 the bill," Viggiano
said. "I'm recommending we
support it. I'm hoping the bill
will give students a bigger voice
in their own affairs."
Carlson said the bill is
presently being debated in the
House Education Committee. If
approved, it must then move on
to the Government Operations
and
Ways
and
Means
Committees before it can be
debated by the entire House. He
expects the bill to make it t~ the
floor in the next few weeks. If
the bill passes it must go to Gov.
Arne Carlson to be signed into
law.
'"I haven't spoken directly to
the Governor about the bill, but
I have talked with members of
his staff and they have
expressed support/' Carlson
said.
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BUY RECYCLED.

Feb. 5, 1996 ,
Leaving Atwood at 8:Jq a.m.
Leaving the Minneapolis Omvention

Center at 3 p.m.
AND SAYE;
Thanks to you, an sons al everyday
productsarebeiogmadelrorecyc:led
matelials. But to keep recycling
workingtoprotectlheEarth,you
needtobuythoseproducts. To
recelve alreebrochu re,call

1-8:Xl.CALL·EOF.

metus
cl\ T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. So.

SL. C!Ouct. M inn. 56301

ost Is: $3 for Business Students
ss for Non-Business Students
Sign up with Diane McClure, 3rd Floor Business Bldg.
or with Julie Clasen, 1st Floor Business Bldg.

Deadline for sign-up Wed.,Jan. 31

(612) 251-2569

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 1O a .m. - 9 p.m.

~=

Sat. 1O a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a .m. - 6 p.m.

The Financial Services You Want ...

Still Deciding?

~

On-Campus Checking
and Savings
•
•
•
•
•

Loans Designed with
Students in Mind

High-yield Savings
No-frills Checking
First 50 Checks Free
Optional ATM Card
Low Overdraft Fees

• Used Automobiles
e Computers
• Debt Consolidation
• Tuition
eTravel

Available at your Student Finance Headquarters ...

The MSUSA Federal Credit Union
ILocat.ed in Atwood Cent.er Al52. Open 9:30 to 3:30, M-F. Phone 654-5474

For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

SCSU Dining Service
Events

SJ:aDUDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE

;Su~ [f'[ID (][] cc [k~
coming soon!
To the Quarry?
Haue you heard

Husky Bucks
Promotion
Featuring prizes including a

~o

/

Captain Ron's, Inc.
654-8998
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Carbon monoxide kills silently
by Brian Christoffer~on

blocked chimneys, but lhe most surrounding sleeping areas.
common household sources are
According to information
malfunctioning appliances.
published by the Minnesota
It has no color, odor ~r taste,
"The basic cause of most Extension Service, smoke and
incidents of carbon monoxide carbon monoxide detectors are
but it can kill.
Carbon monoxide is a poisoning is a malfunctioning intended to detect two distinct
poisonous gas that kills more furnace or the backdrafting of hazards. They add that homes
than 250 people a year in the combustion gases, including should have bOth kinds of
United States, according to John carbon monoxide, fnto the home detectors for proper protection.
As with any appliance,
Shutske, Minnesota Extension by a furnace or other appliance,"
Service Agricultural Safety and said Kris Sanda, Department of instructions should be followed
when
installing carbon monoxide
Public Service commissioner.
Health Specialist.
According to Shutske, the detectors. They should also be
.::_It's nicknamed the silent
killer," he said. "It sneaks up on most important steps to protect regularly cleaned and tested.
If a carbon monoxide detector
carbon
.monoxide
it's victims and can take lives against
poisoning are having a qualified goes off, Shutskc said the first
without warning."
step
to take is to ventilate ttie
professional
inspect
your
fuc1
The recent death of two
Kimball, .Minn. , youths as a burning appliances at least once a home by opening windows and
result of carbon monoxide year, and the installalion of outside doors. If anyone is
poisoning has increased public Underwriters Laboratories-listed experiencing llu like symploms,
awareness and media coverage carbon monoxide detectors. The immediately call the fire
and
evacuate
detectors should be placed department
about the deadly gas.
When carbon monoxide enters outside of sleeping areas and near everyone from the premises.
If
no
one
is
experiencing
flu all
fuel
buming
appliances.
the bloodstream, it replaces the
UL-listed
detectors
a« like symptoms, tum off all fueloxygen molecules found in the
critical
blood . component designed to detect elevated levels burning appliances and continue
hemoglobin, depriving the heart of carbon monoxide and alen to ventilate the premises.
It is crucial tha_t the source of
and brain of the oxygen occupants of potential danger,
carbon
monoxide
is
to
information the
necessary to function correctly, according
published by the Minnesota determined and repairs are made
Shutske said.
before
re-entering
the
living
unit,
According to information Extension Service. Other devices
published by the Minnesota on the market are intended to Shutske said. It is possible for
Extension Service, victims of detect elevated levels of carbon people to be exposed to
carbon monoxide poisoning may monoxide but often lack an dangerous levels of carbon
monoxide and not feel any
initially suffer flu-like symptoms audible alarm.
According to the St. Cloud symptoms, he added.
including
nausea,
fatigue,
For more information contact
headaches,
dizziness
and Building Inspection offices,
breathing difficulty. If a person carbon monoxide detectors are the Minnesota Department of
Safety,
Energy
continues to inhale carbon not required by city code. They · Public
monoxide, they face the risk of added that landlords are typically Information Center at 1 800-657
required to have a smoke detector 3710.
brain damage, coma or death.
Sources of carbon monoxide for every sleeping area, and one
include vehicle exhaust and for every hallway or area

Staff writer
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You are required to come to the
Student Services Office BB 123 to
obtain your ACCESS CODE, TIIE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING QUARTER

1996.
Advisers will be available:
8a.m.-4p.m.
StartingJANUARY 29.

4

STOP !1] EE Pfj NG
·. WITH YO'! R ·
P;\,~m~RS.
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin" Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's" the safe
way to stay mentally aler1, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.

~

So stay· sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

ReViVe with
0 1995

SU~.':": ,_~

Eacti tablet ccrta1r,s 200mg of caffeine. eq.Jal to al::o.i t,,v c:ups of cdfee. Use(X'tf as directed

,, ..,.,~~-,- .
-

4

Policies

0Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines : Friday at noon for Tuesday'$ edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's editipn.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mond~ through Friday for more information.

'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. 57 locations.
One-bdrm. to four-bdrm.
apts. Two-bdrm. to
eleven-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Wellmaintained. Dan, 2559163.
' 96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. One arid twobdrm. apts . SE location on
busline. Nine month
leases , $360-$400.
Twelve month leases ,
$320-$360. Free parking.
Dan, 255-9163.
1-BDRM. APT.
$305/mo. Available now.
Heat, water, garage,
parking with plug-in
included. Cute, clean and
ready to move in. Call
Steve, 255-9262.
2-BDRM . APT . $345$360/mo. Availab le
March 1. Utilities plus
parking with plug-ins
included. On-site laundry.
Northern Management,
255 - 9262.

$ 2 0 0- $ 2 1 0. Single
rooms . Indi vid ual lease in
a four-bdrm. apt. A ll
utilitie s ·wit h basic cable
included . West Campus It
Apts. 255-9262.
$285/MO . T wo -bdrm .
apts, summer. Uni vers ity
and Southview apts.
Large , reasonable for f a ll.
Rive_rsid e Property, 2518284.
APTS. NEAR campus .
Ava ilabl e now and next
school year, 654-6535.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/wom en. Special rates
fo r sprin g quarter. Cable
paid. Se lect Properties,
253-11 54.
AVAI LABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riversi de, 251 - 8284 or
251-94 18 .
BEST DEAL on Fifth Ave.
Private roo ms, two bath
apts, qui et, well - managed
bldg . Spec ialize in
matchi ng peop le to sha re
apts. 2?9-0977.

BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from ·Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security . Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST . Large
four-bdrm . units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CENTER SQUARE. Fourbdrm . apts. Renting
spring, summer & fall.
Hea t included . A/C,
microwave, laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.
CHARLAMAINE APTS .
1996 summer & fal l best
choice! Across from SCS!
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared-for build irig
with classic design.
Practical price & more
perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reser ved
heated parking ,
dishwasher, microwaves.
T our us B/4 U make your
choice! Call 654-1544 to
take a look and more info .
CHEAP RENT , quality
building and location .
Imm ediate opportunity
across from U-Pik-Quik.
Heavily discounted rent
thru May. Deta ils ? 25909 77.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher , microwave,
heat pa id. Call 25 1-8284.
'COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. nea r SCS. Spaci_ous,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251 -8284
o r 25 1 -94 1 8.
EFFICIENCY AND o ne,
two, three and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many ext ras .
Riverside Pr6perty. Call
251-8284 or 251-9 41 8.
FEMALE TO SHARE
house. Private room .

$195 . Utilities included.
Close to SCS, 251-8564.
FEMALES : HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M , 253-1100.
FOR RENT . Newly
remodeled house, fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking,
women preferred. 5319158 or (800) 294-7839,
Mark.
HOUSE. Newly
remodeled. Five large
bdrms. Two baths, free
parking, utilities paid ,
w/d, quiet atmosphere.
$250, summer $110. Dan,
253-8288.
HOUSES . Wellmaintained and prof.
managed. Great locations
for '96-'97 school year.
Responsible and respectful
studen t s only. Dan, 2559163 or George, 2522052 .
HOUSES '96 - '97 schoo l
year. 33 houses. Twobdrm t o eleven-bdrm.
Respectful and responsible
stude nts on ly. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSING ' 96-'97. For
.the most complete
selection of student housing
call Dan or George <[ti 255 9163 or 252 -205 2.
IMMEDIATELY.
Sgls/dbls. One and twobdrm. apts. near campus
and SE locations. Dan,
255-9163.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226.
MEN AND WOMEN to
share f our-bdrm . apts .
Available now and sp ring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
ca mpu s close. 251-6005.
METROVIEW APTS .
Three-bdrms, close to
SCS, decks, m ic rowaves,
heat paid , air conditioning.
Riverside, 251-9418 or
251-8284.

NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1 /4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves ,
garag.e s, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-091 o.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
ONE ROOM efficiency
available immediately and
for fall. Clean, quiet
building. Includ es utilities
and cab le . 259-9434.
ONE - FOUR-bdrm . apts .
Eff. $199-$260. Off.
street parking, $15. 2594841.
ONE, TWO, THREE and ~
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
Heat paid, newer apis,
intercom entries, EPM.
251 -6 005 .
PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fal l. Includes h eat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundr y.
Yearly rate s availab le.
Campus Quarte~s, 575 -7th
St. S. 252-9226.
RAVINE APT$. Fall
1996. 253-7116.
SEEKING MALE
ROOMMATE fo r summer
and/or fall academic year
for two-bdrm. apt. next to
Coborn's. $236/mo. Heat
included. Large bdrms.
Great location. Leave
message, A .J. 259-6710.
STATEVIEW . Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
d ishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Prop8rty
Management, 253-0910 .
SUB LEASERS.
Sgls/dbls . One and tw o-

bdrm. apts. Eleven-bdrm.
house. Dan , 255-9163.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
for March-May. Two
bdrms. one block from
campus. $190 and $200.
654-9166.
SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in foor-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
EPM. 251 - 6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER. One t o fourbdrm . apts. Many houses.
Great locat ions . Dan, 2559163.
TWO-BDRM . APT$.
totally remodeled. C lose to
campus. Cable and parking
free. Select Properties,
253-1154.
TWO LARGE bdrms. in
duplex by Halenbec~ Hall.
Call 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM . APTS . in
nice four-plex by
Halenbe ck Hall, 251-8941.
TWO-BDRM . APTS .
Close to SCS. Two, three
o r four persons. Air conditioning. Riverside
P.roperty, 25 1-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two , three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside
Property, 25 1 -8284 or
251 - 9418.
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large' four-bdrm. units
w ith sp acious c losets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910 .
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. un its with bi-levels,
dishwashers , microwaves,
parking , security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910 .

Cheese curds, the deadly zipper and blue ribbon heifers all make up KVSC's 50 hour Trivia Fair marathon.
It will run from 6 p.m. Friday, Feb. 2nd t~rough 8 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 4th. Call 255-3065 to register your team
(team size unlimited) or stop by KVSC in room 27 Stewart Hall to pick up the rules and registration forms.
It only costs $25 per team and all teams must be registered by the 5:30 p.m. deadline on February 2nd.

